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INDEPENDENT PARTICLES IN A DYNAMICAL
RANDOM ENVIRONMENT
MATHEW JOSEPH, FIRAS RASSOUL-AGHA, AND TIMO SEPPA¨LA¨INEN
Abstract. We study the motion of independent particles in a dynamical random en-
vironment on the integer lattice. The environment has a product distribution. For the
multidimensional case, we characterize the class of spatially ergodic invariant measures.
These invariant distributions are mixtures of inhomogeneous Poisson product measures
that depend on the past of the environment. We also investigate the correlations in this
measure. For dimensions one and two, we prove convergence to equilibrium from spatially
ergodic initial distributions. In the one-dimensional situation we study fluctuations of
the net current seen by an observer traveling at a deterministic speed. When this cur-
rent is centered by its quenched mean its limit distributions are the same as for classical
independent particles.
1. Introduction and results
This paper studies particles that move on the integer lattice Zd. Particles interact
through a common environment that specifies their transition probabilities in space and
time. The environment is picked randomly at the outset and fixed for all time. Given
the environment, particles evolve independently, governed by the transition probabilities
specified by the environment.
We have two types of results. First we characterize those invariant distributions for the
particle process that satisfy a spatial translation invariance. These turn out to be mixtures
of inhomogeneous Poisson product measures that depend on the past of the environment.
Poisson is expected, in view of the classical result that a system of independent random
walks has a homogeneous Poisson invariant distribution [5, Section VIII.5]. For d “ 1, 2, we
use coupling ideas from [7] (as presented in [18]) to prove convergence to this equilibrium
from spatially invariant initial distributions.
In the one-dimensional case we study fluctuations of the particle current seen by an
observer moving at the characteristic speed. In the present setting the characteristic speed
is simply the mean speed v of the particles. More generally, the characteristic speed is the
derivative H 1pρq of the flux H as a function of particle density ρ. The flux Hpρq is the mean
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rate of flow across a fixed bond of the lattice when the system is stationary with density ρ.
For independent particles Hpρq “ vρ.
It is expected, and supported by known rigorous results, that the current fluctuations are
of order n1{4 with Gaussian limits if the macroscopic flux H is linear, and of order n1{3 with
Tracy-Widom type limits if the flux H is strictly convex or concave. In statistical physics
terminology, the former is the Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) universality class, and the latter
the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) universality class. (See [3] for the physics perspective on
these matters, and [4, 20] for mathematical reviews.) Our motivation is to investigate the
effect of a random environment in the EW class. We find that, when the current is centered
by its quenched mean and the environment is averaged out, the fluctuation picture in the
dynamical environment is the same as that for classical independent random walks [10, 19].
Consistent with EW universality, the current fluctuations have magnitude t1{4 and occur
on a spatial scale of t1{2 where t denotes the macroscopic time variable.
There is an interesting contrast with the case of static environment investigated in [15].
In the static environment, the quenched mean of the current has fluctuations of magnitude
t1{2 and converges weakly to a Brownian motion. Our results suggest that under a dynamic
environment the quenched mean of the current has fluctuations of magnitude t1{4 and that
when the particle system is stationary in time these fluctuations are governed by a fractional
Brownian motion with Hurst parameter 1{4.
Other work on the motion of independent particles in a random environment includes
articles [9, 14].
We turn to a description of the process and then the results.
1.1. The particle process and its invariant distributions. The particles follow in-
dependent random walks in a common dynamical random environment (RWRE). More
precisely, they move in a space-time environment ω “ pωx,sqpx,sqPZdˆZ indexed by a dis-
crete time variable s and a discrete space variable x. The environment at space-time point
px, sq P Zd ˆ Z is a vector ωx,s “ pωx,spzq : z P Zd, |z| ď Rq of jump probabilities that
satisfy
(1.1) 0 ď ωx,spzq ď 1 and
ÿ
zPZd : |z|ďR
ωx,spzq “ 1.
R is a fixed finite constant that specifies the range of jumps. From a space-time point px, sq
admissible jumps are to points py, s ` 1q such that |y ´ x| ď R. In environment ω the
transition probabilities governing the motion of a Zd-valued walk X‚ “ pXsqsPZ` are
(1.2) PωrXs`1 “ y |Xs “ xs “ πωs,s`1px, yq ” ωx,spy ´ xq.
Pω is the quenched probability measure on the path space of the walk X‚. The environment
is “dynamical” because at each time s the particle sees a new environment ω¯s “ pωx,s : x P
Z
dq.
pΩ,Sq denotes the space of environments ω satisfying the above assumptions, endowed
with the product topology and its Borel σ-algebra S. The environment restricted to levels
s P tm, . . . , nu is denoted by
ω¯m,n “ pω¯sqmďsďn “ pωx,s : m ď s ď n, x P Zdq.
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Environments at levels generate σ-algebras Sm,n “ σtω¯m,nu. In these formulations m “
´8 or n “ 8 are also possible. Tx,s is the shift on Ω, that is pTx,sωqy,t “ ωx`y,s`t.
Let P be a probability measure on Ω such that
(1.3) the probability vectors pωx,sqpx,sqPZdˆZ are i.i.d. under P.
We make two nondegeneracy assumptions. The first one guarantees that the quenched
walk is not degenerate:
(1.4) Pt D z P Zd : 0 ă ω0,0pzq ă 1 u ą 0.
Denote the mean transition kernel by ppuq “ Eπs,s`1px, x`uq. The second key assumption
is that
(1.5)
there does not exist x P Zd and an additive subgroup
G Ĺ Zd such that řzPG ppx` zq “ 1.
Another way to state assumption (1.5) is that the averaged walk has span 1, or that it is
aperiodic in Spitzer’s [22] terminology.
To create a system of particles, let tXu,j‚ : u P Zd, j P Nu denote a collection of random
walks on Zd such that walk Xu,j‚ starts at site u: X
u,j
0 “ u. When the environment ω is
fixed, we use Pω to denote the joint quenched measure of the walks tXu,j‚ u. Under Pω
these walks move independently on Zd and each walk obeys transitions (1.2).
Further, assume given an initial configuration η “ pηpuqquPZd of occupation variables.
Variable ηpuq P Z` specifies the number of particles initially at site u. Pωη denotes the
quenched distribution of the walks tXu,j‚ : u P Zd, 1 ď j ď ηpuqu. Occupation variables for
all times s P Z` are then defined by
ηspxq “
ÿ
uPZd
ηpuqÿ
j“1
1tXu,js “ xu, px, sq P Zd ˆ Z`.
When the initial configuration η “ η0 has probability distribution ν we write Pων p¨q “ş
Pωη p¨q νpdηq for the quenched distribution of the process.
When the environment is averaged over we drop the superscript ω: for any event A
that involves the walks and occupation variables, and any event B Ď Ω, PνpA ˆ Bq “ş
B
Pων pAqPpdωq.
It will be convenient to construct initial distributions ν “ νω as functions of the envi-
ronment, so that the quenched process distribution is then Pωνωp¨q “
ş
Pωη p¨q νωpdηq. But
then it will always be the case that νω depends only on the past ω¯´8,´1 of the environ-
ment. Consequently the initial distribution νω and the quenched distribution of the walks
PωptXx,j‚ u P ¨ q are independent under the product measure P on the environment. The
averaged process distribution is thenż
Ω
Pωνωp¨qPpdωq “
ż
ZZ
d
`
Pηp¨q ν¯pdηq “ Pν¯p¨q
where ν¯pdηq “ ş
Ω
νωpdηqPpdωq is the averaged initial distribution. In particular, in both
quenched and averaged sense, the initial occupation variables tη0pxqu are independent of
the walks tXx,j‚ u.
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The first result describes the invariant distributions of the occupation process ηt “
pηtpxqqxPZd . The starting point is an invariant distribution for the environment process
seen by a tagged particle: this is the process TXn,nω where X‚ denotes a walk that starts at
the origin. A familiar martingale argument and Green function bounds (Proposition 3.1 in
Section 3 below) show the existence of an S´8,´1-measurable density function f on Ω such
that Epfq “ 1, Epf2q ă 8, and the probability measure P8pdωq “ fpωqPpdωq is invariant
for the Markov chain TXn,nω.
For 0 ď λ ă 8 let Γλ denote the mean λ Poisson distribution on Z`. For 0 ď ρ ă 8
and ω P Ω define the following inhomogeneous Poisson product probability distribution on
particle configurations η “ pηpxqqxPZd :
(1.6) µρ,ωpdηq “ â
xPZd
ΓρfpTx,0ωq
`
dηpxq˘.
(Such a measure is called a Cox process with random intensity ρfpTx,0ωq.) Define the
averaged measure by
(1.7) µρ “
ż
µρ,ω Ppdωq.
Theorem 1.1. Let the dimension d ě 1. Consider independent particles on Zd in an
i.i.d. space-time environment (as indicated in (1.3)), with bounded jumps, under assump-
tions (1.4) and (1.5).
(a) For each 0 ď ρ ă 8, µρ is the unique invariant distribution for the process η‚ that is
also invariant and ergodic under spatial translations and has mean occupation
ş
ηpxq dµρ “
ρ. Furthermore, the tail σ-field of the state space ZZ
d
` is trivial under µρ, and under the
path measure Pµρ the process η‚ is ergodic under time shifts.
(b) Suppose d “ 1 or d “ 2. Let ν be a probability distribution on ZZd` that is stationary
and ergodic under spatial translations and has mean occupation ρ “ ş ηpxq dν. Then if
ν is the initial distribution for the process η‚, the process converges in distribution to the
invariant distribution with density ρ: Pνtηt P ¨u ñ µρ as tÑ8.
Part (b) of the theorem is restricted to d “ 1, 2 because our proof uses recurrence of
random walks (see Proposition 2.2 below).
Two auxiliary Markov transitions q and q¯ on Zd play important roles throughout much
of the paper:
(1.8)
qpx, yq “
ÿ
zPZd
Erω0,0pzqωx,0pz ` yqs
“
#ř
zPZd Erω0,0pzqω0,0pz ` yqs x “ 0, y P Zdř
zPZd ppzqppz ` y ´ xq x ‰ 0, y P Zd
and
(1.9) q¯px, yq “ q¯p0, y ´ xq “
ÿ
zPZd
ppzqppz ` y ´ xq.
Think of q as a symmetric random walk whose transition probability is perturbed at the
origin, and of q¯ as the corresponding unperturbed homogeneous walk.
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For θ P Td “ p´π, πsd define characteristic functions
(1.10) φωpθq “
ÿ
z
ω0,0pzqeiθ¨z ,
(1.11) λpθq “
ÿ
zPZd
qp0, zqeiθ¨z “ E|φωpθq|2
and
(1.12) λ¯pθq “
ÿ
zPZd
q¯p0, zqeiθ¨z “ |Eφωpθq|2.
(We use the bar notation for quantities associated with the homogeneous walk q¯, in addition
to a few other particular items such as ω¯s for the environment on level s. In the case of
λ¯pθq this must not be confused with complex conjugation.) Assumption (1.5) implies that
the random walk q¯ is not supported on a subgroup smaller than Zd, hence λ¯pθq ă 1 for
θ P Tdzt0u [22, p. 67, T7.1]. Define a constant β by
(1.13) β “ 1p2πqd
ż
Td
1´ λpθq
1´ λ¯pθq dθ.
The distribution qp0, zq is not degenerate by assumption (1.4) and hence λpθq is not iden-
tically 1. Since also λ¯pθq ď λpθq, we see that β P p0, 1s is well-defined.
Under the invariant distribution µρ the covariance of the occupation variables is
(1.14) Covµ
ρrηp0q, ηpmqs “ ρ2Covrfpωq, fpTm,0ωqs “ ρ2ErfpωqfpTm,0ωqs ´ ρ2, m P Zd.
The first equality above comes from the structure of µρ: given ω, the occupation variables
are independent with means Eµ
ρ,ω rηpmqs “ ρfpTm,0ωq. Our next theorem gives a formula
for (1.14).
Theorem 1.2. Let d ě 1. For m P Zdzt0u
Covrfpωq, fpTm,0ωqs “ ´ β
´1
p2πqd
ż
Td
cospθ ¨mq1´ λpθq
1´ λ¯pθq dθ(1.15)
and
(1.16) Varrfpωqs “ β´1 ´ 1.
The compact analytic formulas (1.13) and (1.15) arise from probabilistic formulas that
involve the transitions q and q¯ and the potential kernel of q¯. The probabilistic arguments
are somewhat different in the recurrent (d ď 2) and transient (d ě 3) cases. The reader
can find these in Section 4.
By the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma we have that
lim
mÑ8Covrfpωq, fpTm,0ωqs “ 0.
By computing the integral in (1.15) an interesting special case arises:
Corollary 1.3. For the simplest case where d “ 1 and ppxq`ppx`1q “ 1 for some x P Z,
the fixed time occupation variables in the stationary process are uncorrelated:
Covrfpωq, fpTm,0ωqs “ 0 for m ‰ 0.
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1.2. Limit of the current process. To study the particle current we restrict to dimension
d “ 1. Define the mean and variance of the averaged walk by
(1.17) v “
ÿ
xPZ
xppxq and σ2 “
ÿ
xPZ
x2ppxq ´ v2.
For t P R` “ r0,8q and r P R, let
(1.18) Ynpt, rq “
ÿ
xą0
η0pxqÿ
j“1
1tXx,jtntu ď tnvtu` tr
?
nu u ´
ÿ
xď0
η0pxqÿ
j“1
1tXx,jtntu ą tnvtu ` tr
?
nu u.
Ynpt, rq represents the net right-to-left current of particles seen by a moving observer who
starts at the origin and travels to tnvtu` tr?nu in time tntu.
We look at the current under the following assumptions. Given ω, initial occupation
variables obey a product measure that may depend on the past of the environment, but so
that shifts are respected. Precisely,
(1.19)
given the environment ω, initial occupation variables pη0pxqqxPZ have
distribution µωpdη0q “ b
xPZ
µωxpdη0pxqq where µωx is allowed to depend
measurably on ω¯´8,´1. Furthermore, µωx “ µTx,0ω0 .
Let Pω denote the quenched distribution Pωµω of initial occupation variables and walks, and
P “ Pωp¨qPpdωq the distribution over everything: particles, walks and environments.
Make this moment assumption:
(1.20) Erη0p0q2s ă 8.
Parameters that appear in the results are
(1.21) ρ0 “ Erη0pxqs and σ20 “ ErVarωpη0p0qqs.
Next we describe the limiting process. Let 9W be space-time white noise corresponding
and B a two-sided one-parameter Brownian motion on R, independent of 9W . Let W be the
two-parameter Brownian motion on R` ˆ R given by W pt, rq “ 9W pr0, ts ˆ r0, rsq, if r ą 0,
and W pt, rq “ ´ 9W pr0, ts ˆ rr, 0sq, if r ă 0. Define the process Zpt, rq as the unique mild
solution of the stochastic heat equation (see [25])
Zt “ σ
2
2
Zrr `?ρ0 9W, Zp0, rq “ σ0Bprq.
Process Z is given by
(1.22)
Zpt, rq “ ?ρ0
ĳ
r0,tsˆR
ϕσ2pt´sqpr ´ xq dW ps, xq
` σ0
ż
R
ϕσ2tpr ´ xqBpxq dx,
where ϕν2pxq “ p2πν2q´1{2 expp´x2{2ν2q denotes the centered Gaussian density with vari-
ance ν2, and Φν2pxq “
şx
´8 ϕν2pyqdy the distribution function.
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tZpt, rq : t P R`, r P Ru is a mean zero Gaussian process. Its covariance can be expressed
as follows: with
(1.23) Ψν2pxq “ ν2ϕν2pxq ´ x
`
1´ Φν2pxq
˘
define two covariance functions on pR` ˆ Rq ˆ pR` ˆ Rq by
(1.24) Γ1
`ps, qq, pt, rq˘ “ Ψσ2pt`sqpr ´ qq ´Ψσ2|t´s|pr ´ qq
and
(1.25) Γ2
`ps, qq, pt, rq˘ “ Ψσ2sp´qq `Ψσ2tprq ´Ψσ2pt`sqpr ´ qq.
Then
(1.26) ErZps, qqZpt, rqs “ ρ0Γ1
`ps, qq, pt, rq˘ ` σ20Γ2`ps, qq, pt, rq˘.
(Boldface P and E denote generic probabilities and expectations not connected with the
RWRE model.)
The theorem we state is for the finite-dimensional distributions of the current process,
scaled and centered by its quenched mean:
Y npt, rq “ n´1{4
 
Ynpt, rq ´ EωrYnpt, rqs
(
.
Fix any N P N, time points 0 ă t1 ă t2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tN P R`, space points r1, r2, . . . , rN P R
and an N -vector θ “ pθ1, . . . , θN q P RN . Form the linear combinations
Y npθq “
Nÿ
i“1
θiY npti, riq and Zpθq “
Nÿ
i“1
θiZpti, riq.
Theorem 1.4. Consider independent particles on Z in an i.i.d. space-time environment with
bounded jumps, under assumptions (1.3) and (1.5). Let the ω-dependent initial distribution
satisfy (1.19) and (1.20). With definitions as above, quenched characteristic functions
converge in L1pPq:
(1.27) lim
nÑ8E
∣
∣EωpeiY npθqq ´EpeiZpθqq∣∣ “ 0.
In particular, under the averaged distribution P , convergence in distribution holds for the
R
N -valued vectors as nÑ8:`
Y npt1, r1q, Y npt2, r2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Y nptN , rN q
˘ñ `Zpt1, r1q, Zpt2, r2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ZptN , rN q˘.
While we do not have a quenched limit (convergence of distributions under a fixed ω),
limit (1.27) does imply that, if a quenched limit exists, it is the same as we have found.
A special case of the above theorem is the stationary situation. The proof of the following
corollary comes by a direct computation using (1.26).
Corollary 1.5. Consider the same setting as in the previous theorem. If furthermore
variables η0 have conditional distribution (1.6), and more generally when σ
2
0 “ ρ0, process
Zpt, 0q has covariance
ErZps, 0qZpt, 0qs “ ρ0σ?
2π
p?s`
?
t´
a
|t´ s| q,
i.e. ρ´10 σ
´1aπ{2Zpt, 0q is a fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter 1{4.
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The next two theorems are on fluctuations of the quenched mean process EωYnpt, rq in
the special case of one-dimensional random walks with admissible steps 0 and 1. Although
we expect the result to hold for more general random walks, this is the only case for which
we are able to characterize the fluctuations. Let σ2D “ Varpω0,0q and α “ Eω0,0p1 ´ ω0,0q.
Note that v “ pp1q “ Eω0,0 and σ2 “ vp1 ´ vq.
First, we consider the case of an initial configuration η0 with independent quenched
means.
Theorem 1.6. Let tη0pxq : x P Zu be such that the quenched means tEωη0pxq : x P Zu
are independent with mean ρ0 and variance σ
2
0. Assume that there exists ε ą 0 such
that supx Er|Eωη0pxq|2`εs ă 8. Assume the η0-variables are independent of the transition
probabilities tωx,t : px, tq P Z ˆ Z`u. Then the finite-dimensional marginals of the process
tn´1{4Eω`Ynpt, rq ´ ρ0r?n ˘ : t ě 0, r P Ru converge weakly as n Ñ 8 to those of the
unique mild solution to the stochastic heat equation
zt “ σ
2
2
zrr ` ρ0σD?
α
9W, zp0, rq “ σ0Bprq,
where 9W is space-time white noise and B a two-sided Brownian, independent of 9W .
The above includes the case when η0 is independent of ω altogether. In that case, σ0 “ 0
and thus the initial condition becomes zp0, rq ” 0.
Next, we look at the stationary case. The reason this is different from the previous theo-
rem is that now the quenched means of the initial occupation variables are not independent.
Theorem 1.7. Let tη0pxq : x P Zdu be distributed according to (1.6) with ρ “ 1. Assume
the averaged probabilities p0 “ p1 “ 1{2 so that v “ 1{2. Then for t ě s ą 0 we have
lim
nÑ8
1?
n
Cov
`
EωYnps, 0q, EωYnpt, 0q
˘ “ 1
2
?
2π
`
1
4
α´1 ´ 1˘p?t`?s´?t´ s q.
The above limit matches the covariance structure of a constant (p1
4
α´1 ´ 1q1{2{p2πq1{4)
times a fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter 1{4. Theorems 1.6 and 1.7 are
proved in Section 6. At the end of that section, we explain why we expect the same limiting
behavior in the setting of Theorem 1.7 as that of Theorem 1.6 and how this would imply
the fractional Brownian motion limit.
Further notational conventions. N “ t1, 2, 3, . . . u and Z` “ t0, 1, 2, . . . u. Multistep
transition probabilities from time s to time t ą s` 1 are
πωs,tpx, yq “
ÿ
u1,...,ut´s´1PZd
πωs,s`1px, u1qπωs`1,s`2pu1, u2q ¨ ¨ ¨ πωt´1,tput´s´1, yq.
We omit floor notation from time parameters, and so for the walk, Xt “ Xttu for real t ě 0.
No jumps happen between integer times.
S denotes the set of all measures µ on pZ`qZd that are invariant under spatial translations.
Se denotes the subset of S consisting of ergodic measures. I denotes the set of measures
that are invariant for the particle evolution, that is µt “ µSptq “ µ for all t P Z` (µt
and µSptq here denote the measure on configurations at time t when the initial measure
on configurations is µ). E, Eω, E,Eη ,E etc will denote expectations with respect to P,
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Pω, P, Pη ,P, etc. Variances and covariances are denoted similarly. Constants C can change
from term to term.
2. Coupled Process
This section describes the coupling that will be used to prove Theorem 1.1. We couple
two processes ηt and ζt so that matched particles move together forever, while unmatched
particles move independently. To do this precisely, choose for each space-time point px, tq a
collection Ξx,t “ tv0,jx,t , v`,jx,t , v´,jx,t : j P Nu of i.i.d. Zd-valued jump vectors from distribution
ωx,t. Given initial configurations η0 and ζ0, perform the following actions. At each site x
set
ξ0pxq “ η0pxq ^ ζ0pxq, β`0 pxq “ pη0pxq ´ ζ0pxqq`, and β´0 pxq “ pη0pxq ´ ζ0pxqq´.
ξ0pxq is the number of matched particles, while β˘0 pxq count the unmatched p`q and p´q
particles. Move particles from each site x as follows: the ξ0pxq matched particles jump to
locations x`v0,jx,0 for j “ 1, . . . , ξ0pxq, the β`0 pxq p`q particles jump to locations x`v`,jx,0 for
j “ 1, . . . , β`0 pxq, and the β´0 pxq p´q particles jump to locations x`v´,jx,0 for j “ 1, . . . , β´0 pxq.
After all jumps from all sites have been executed, match as many pairs of p`q and p´q
particles at the same site as possible. This means that a p`´q pair together at the same
site merges to create a single ξ-particle at the same site. (For example, if after the jumps
site y contains s ξ-particles, k p`q particles and ℓ p´q particles, then set ξ1pyq “ s` k ^ ℓ
and β˘1 pyq “ pk ´ ℓq˘.) Since particles are not labeled, it is immaterial which particular
p`q particle merges with a particular p´q particle. When this is complete we have defined
the state pξ1pxq, β`1 pxq, β´1 pxqqxPZd at time t “ 1. Then repeat, utilizing the jump variables
for time t “ 1. And so on.
This produces a joint process pξt, β`t , β´t q such that
ξtpxq “ ηtpxq ^ ζtpxq, β`t pxq “ pηtpxq ´ ζtpxqq`, and β´t pxq “ pηtpxq ´ ζtpxqq´.
The η and ζ processes are recovered from
ηtpxq “ ξtpxq ` β`t pxq and ζtpxq “ ξtpxq ` β´t pxq.
The definition has the effect that a matched pair of η and ζ particles stays forever to-
gether, while a pair of p`q and p´q particles together at a site annihilate each other and turn
into a matched pair. If we are only interested in the evolution of the discrepancies pβ`t , β´t q
we can discard all matched pairs as soon as they arise, and simply consider independently
evolving p`q and p´q particles that annihilate each other upon meeting.
If we denote by Ξ “ tΞx,t : x P Zd, t P Zu the collection of jump variables, and by G0,t
the function that constructs the values at the origin at time t:`
ξtp0q, β`t p0q, β´t p0q
˘ “ G0,tpη0, ζ0,Ξq
then it is clear that the values at other sites x are constructed by applying this same function
to shifted input:
(2.1)
`
ξtpxq, β`t pxq, β´t pxq
˘ “ G0,tpθxη0, θxζ0, θxΞq.
Here θx is a spatial shift: pθxηqpyq “ ηpx ` yq and pθxΞqy,t “ Ξx`y,t for x, y P Zd. In
particular, if the initial distribution rµ of the pair pη0, ζ0q is invariant and ergodic under the
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shifts θx, while tΞx,t : x P Zd, t P Zu are i.i.d. and independent of pη0, ζ0q, it follows first that
the triple pη0, ζ0,Ξq is ergodic, and then from (2.1) that for each fixed t the configuration
pξt, β`t , β´t q is invariant and ergodic under the shifts θx.
Let rS, resp. rSe, denote the set of spatially invariant, resp. ergodic, probability distribu-
tions on pairs pη, ζq of configurations of occupation variables.
Lemma 2.1. Let rµ P rS. The expectations Erµrβ`t pxqs and Erµrβ´t pxqs are independent of x
and nonincreasing in t.
Proof. The independence of x is due to the shift-invariance from (2.1). That Erµrβ˘t pxqs
is nonincreasing in t follows from the fact that discrepancy particles are not created, only
annihilated. 
Proposition 2.2. Let d “ 1 or 2. Suppose rµ P rSe. Let Erµrηp0qs “ ρ1 and Erµrζp0qs “ ρ2.
If ρ1 ě ρ2, we have
Erµrβ´t p0qs “ Erµrpηtp0q ´ ζtp0qq´s Ñ 0 as tÑ 8.
Proof. We already know from Lemma 2.1 that Erµrβ˘t p0qs cannot increase. To get a con-
tradiction let us assume that Erµrβ´t p0qs ě δ for all t and some δ ą 0. Since Erµrβ`t p0qs ´
Erµrβ´t p0qs “ Erµrηtp0qs ´ Erµrζtp0qs “ ρ1 ´ ρ2 ě 0, we also have Erµrβ`t p0qs ě δ for all t.
At time 0, assign labels separately to the p`q and p´q particles from some countable label
sets J` and J ´ and denote the locations of these particles by tw`i ptq, w´j ptq : i P J`, j P
J´u. Each p`q and p´q particle retains its label throughout its lifetime. The lifetime of
p`q particle j P J` is
τ`j “ inftt ě 0 : w`j is annihilated by a p´q particleu.
If τ`j “ 8, then j is immortal. Similarly define τ´j . Let
β˘0,tpxq “
ÿ
j
1tw˘j p0q “ x, τ˘j ą tu
denote the number of p˘q particles initially at site x that live past time t. We would like
to claim that for a fixed t the configuration tpβ`0,tpxq, β´0,tpxqq : x P Zdu is invariant and
ergodic under the spatial shifts θx. This will be true if the evolution is given by a mapping
F0,t so that pβ`0,tpxq, β´0,tpxqq “ F0,tpθxη0, θxζ0, θxΞq for all x P Zd. Such a mapping can
be created by specifying precise rules for the movement and annihilation of p`q and p´q
particles that are naturally invariant under shifts. For example, we can take J ˘ Ă Z and
give the sites of Zd some ordering. Label particles initially in increasing order, so that i ă j
implies w˘i p0q ď w˘j p0q. Then at each time step particles from a given site are distributed
to their subsequent locations in increasing order, and p`,´q pairs are matched beginning
with lowest labels. Of course the overall ordering of particles is not preserved, but this
mechanism does not depend on the absolute labels, only their ordering, and respects the
spatial translations.
Then the ergodic theorem implies that
Erµrβ˘0,tp0qs “ limnÑ8 1p2n ` 1qd
ÿ
|x|ďn
β˘0,tpxq a.s.
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Here |x| is the ℓ8 norm: for a vector x “ px1, . . . , xdq, |x| “ max1ďiďd |xi|. Since particles
take jumps of magnitude at most R,
δ ď Erµrβ˘t p0qs “ limnÑ8 1p2n ` 1qd
ÿ
|x|ďn
β˘t pxq
ď lim
nÑ8
1
p2n ` 1qd
ÿ
|x|ďn`Rt
β˘0,tpxq “ Erµrβ˘0,tp0qs.
The initial occupation numbers of immortal `{´ particles are
β˘0,8pxq “ limtÑ8β
˘
0,tpxq.
The limit exists by monotonicity. This limit produces again a functional relationship of the
type (2.1): `
β`0,8pxq, β´0,8pxq
˘ “ lim
tÑ8
`
β`0,tpxq, β´0,tpxq
˘ “ lim
tÑ8F0,tpθxη0, θxζ0, θxΞq
“ F0,8pθxη0, θxζ0, θxΞq.
Thereby tpβ`0,8pxq, β´0,8pxqq : x P Zdu is spatially invariant and ergodic.
By the ergodic theorem again
Erµrβ˘0,8p0qs “ limnÑ8 1p2n` 1qd
ÿ
|x|ďn
β˘0,8pxq a.s.
while by the monotone convergence theorem
Erµrβ˘0,8p0qs “ limtÑ8Erµrβ˘0,tp0qs ě δ.
We have shown that the assumption Erµrβ´t p0qs ě δ leads to the existence of positive
densities of immortal p`q and p´q particles. However, a situation like this will never arise
for d “ 1 or 2, the reason being that any two particles on the lattice will meet each other
infinitely often. More precisely, fix any two particles and let X‚` and X‚´ denote the walks
undertaken by these two particles. Then X‚` and X‚´ are two independent walks in a
common environment ω. Let Yt “ X`t ´ X´t . If we average out the environment, then
Yt is a Markov chain on Z
d with transition qpx, yq given by (1.8). Away from the origin
this is a symmetric random walk with bounded steps, and hence recurrent when d “ 1 or
2. Thus Yt “ 0 infinitely often. We have arrived at a contradiction and the proposition is
proved. 
3. Invariant measures
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. We begin by deriving the well-known invariant
density for the environment process seen by a single tagged particle.
Proposition 3.1. There exists a function 0 ď f ă 8 on Ω such that Ef “ 1, Epf2q ă 8,
fpωq is a function of ω¯´8,´1, and
(3.1) fpωq “
ÿ
xPZd
fpTx,´1ωqπω´1,0px, 0q P-almost surely.
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Proof. For N P Z` define
(3.2) fNpωq “
ÿ
zPZd
πω´N,0pz, 0q.
fNpωq is S´N,´1-measurable and a martingale with EfN “ 1. By the martingale conver-
gence theorem we can define
fpωq “ lim
NÑ8
fN pωq (P-almost sure limit).
Property (3.1) follows because all the sums involved are finite:ÿ
x
fpTx,´1ωqπω´1,0px, 0q “ lim
NÑ8
ÿ
x
fN pTx,´1ωqπω´1,0px, 0q
“ lim
NÑ8
ÿ
z,x
πω´N´1,´1pz, xqπω´1,0px, 0q “ lim
NÑ8
ÿ
z
πω´N´1,0pz, 0q
“ lim
NÑ8
fN`1pωq “ fpωq.
In Lemma 3.4 below we show the L2 boundedness of the sequence tfNu. This implies that
fN Ñ f also in L2 and thereby implies the remaining statements Ef “ 1 and Epf2q ă
8. 
The following addresses the positivity of f .
Lemma 3.2. Ppf ą 0q “ 1 if and only if there exists an x such that Ptπ0,1p0, xq ą 0u “ 1.
Proof. If there does not exist an x as in the claim, then by independence of the environment
and the finite step-size assumption we see that
Pt@x : π´1,0px, 0q “ 0u ą 0.
But then (3.1) implies that Ppf “ 0q ą 0. Conversely, if there exists an x as in the claim,
then (3.1) implies that if fpωq “ 0 then fpTx,´1ωq “ 0. Shift-invariance implies the two
events are in fact equal, almost surely. This in turn implies that tf “ 0u is a trivial event
and since Erf s “ 1 we have that f ą 0 a.s. 
To prove the L2 estimate for fN we develop a Green function bound for the Markov
chain defined as the difference of two walks. Let Xxt and
rXyt be two independent walks in
a common environment ω, started at x, y P Zd, and Yt “ Xxt ´ rXyt . Under the averaged
measure Yt is a Markov chain on Z
d with transition probabilities qpx, yq defined by (1.8). Yt
can be thought of as a symmetric random walk on Zd whose transition has been perturbed at
the origin. The corresponding homogeneous, unperturbed random walk is Y¯t with transition
probability q¯ in (1.9). Write Px and P¯x for the path probabilities of Y‚ and Y¯‚. Define hitting
times of 0 for both walks Yt and Y¯t by
(3.3) τ “ inftn ě 1 : Yn “ 0u and τ¯ “ inftn ě 1 : Y¯n “ 0u.
Denote the k-step transition probabilities by qkpx, yq and q¯kpx, yq.
Lemma 3.3. There exists a constant C ă 8 such that for all x P Zd and N P N,
Nÿ
k“0
qkpx, 0q ď C
Nÿ
k“0
q¯kpx, 0q.
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Proof. Suppose we had the bound for x “ 0. Then it follows for x ‰ 0:
Nÿ
k“0
qkpx, 0q “ Ex
” Nÿ
k“0
1tYk“0u
ı
“ Ex
” Nÿ
i“0
1tτ“iu
Nÿ
k“i
1tYk“0u
ı
“
Nÿ
i“0
Pxpτ “ iq
n´iÿ
k“0
qkp0, 0q ď C
Nÿ
i“0
P¯xpτ¯ “ iq
n´iÿ
k“0
q¯kp0, 0q
“ C
Nÿ
k“0
q¯kpx, 0q
It remains to prove the result for x “ 0. Let σ0 “ 0 and
σj`1 “ inftn ą σj : Yn “ 0 and Yk ‰ 0 for some k P tσj ` 1, . . . , n´ 1uu.
These are the successive times of arrivals to 0 following excursions away from 0. Let Wj,
j ě 0, be the durations of the sojourns at 0, in other words
Yn “ 0 iff σj ď n ă σj `Wj for some j ě 0.
Sojourns are geometric and independent of the past, so on the event tσj ă 8u,
E0pWj |FYσj q “
1
1´ qp0, 0q .
Let JN “ maxtj ě 0 : σj ď Nu mark the last sojourn at 0 that started by time N . Then
E0
” Nÿ
k“0
1tYk “ 0u
ı
ď E0
” JNÿ
j“0
Wj
ı
“
8ÿ
j“0
E0
“
1tσj ď NuWj
‰
“ 1
1´ qp0, 0qE0p1` JN q.
Assumption (1.4) guarantees that qp0, 0q ă 1.
It remains to bound E0p1 ` JN q in terms of
řN
k“0 q¯
kp0, 0q. The key is that once the
Markov chain Yk has left the origin, it follows the same transitions as the homogeneous
walk Y¯k until the next visit to 0. For z ‰ 0 let
KzN “ inftk ě 1 : T z1 ` T z2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` T zk ě Nu
where the tT zi u are i.i.d. with common distribution P¯ztτ¯ P ¨ u. Imagine constructing the
path Yk so that every step away from 0 is followed by an excursion of Y¯k that ends at 0 (or
continues forever if 0 is never reached). The step bound (1.1) implies that P0t|Y1| ď 2Ru “
1. Then there is stochastic dominance that gives
(3.4) E0pJN q ď
ÿ
z‰0 : |z|ď2R
E¯pKzN q.
By T32.1 in Spitzer [22, p. 378], for z ‰ 0
(3.5) lim
nÑ8
P¯zpτ¯ ą nq
P¯0pτ¯ ą nq
“ a¯pzq
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where the potential kernel a¯ is
(3.6) a¯pzq “ lim
nÑ8
! nÿ
k“0
q¯kp0, 0q ´
nÿ
k“0
q¯kpz, 0q
)
.
By P30.2 in [22, p. 361] a¯pzq ą 0 for all z ‰ 0 for d “ 1, 2. For d ě 3 by transience
a¯pzq “
8ÿ
k“0
q¯kp0, 0q ´
8ÿ
k“0
q¯kpz, 0q “ p1´ F¯ pz, 0qq
8ÿ
k“0
q¯kp0, 0q ą 0
where F¯ pz, 0q “ P¯zt Y¯n “ 0 for some n ě 1u ă 1.
From (3.5) and a¯pzq ą 0, there exist 0 ă cpzq, Cpzq ă 8 such that for all n,
cpzqP¯0pτ¯ ą nq ď P¯ pT z1 ą nq ď CpzqP¯0pτ¯ ą nq
and hence
cpzqE¯0
“
τ¯ ^N‰ ď E¯“T z1 ^N‰ ď CpzqE¯0“τ¯ ^N‰.
By Wald’s identity and some simple bounds (see Exercice 4.4.1 in [6, Sect. 4.4])
N
E¯
`
T z1 ^N
˘ ď E¯“KzN ‰ ď 2N
E¯
`
T z1 ^N
˘ .
Let tτ¯iu be i.i.d. copies of τ¯ from (3.3) and put
MN “ inftk ě 1 : τ¯1 ` τ¯2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` τ¯k ě Nu.
Then we have a similar relation:
N
E¯0
`
τ¯ ^N˘ ď E¯0“MN‰ ď 2NE¯0`τ¯ ^N˘
Combining the above lines:
(3.7) E¯
“
KzN
‰ ď 2N
E¯
“
T z1 ^N
‰ ď 2N
cpzqE¯0
“
τ¯ ^N‰ ď 2cpzq E¯0“MN‰.
Considering excursions of the Y¯ -walk away from 0,
(3.8) E¯0
“
MN
‰ ď 1` Nÿ
k“0
q¯kp0, 0q ď 2
Nÿ
k“0
q¯kp0, 0q.
The proof is now complete with a combination of (3.4), (3.7) and (3.8). 
From the previous lemma follows the L2 estimate for fN which completes the proof of
Proposition 3.1.
Lemma 3.4. There exists a constant C ă 8 such that Epf2N q ď C for all N .
Proof. By translations
Epf2N q “
ÿ
x,z
Eπω´N,0px, 0qπω´N,0pz, 0q
“
ÿ
y
EPωtXyN “ rX0Nu “ÿ
y
qN py, 0q.
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By the submartingale property Epf2N q is nondecreasing in N . Hence it suffices to show the
existence of a constant C such that
(3.9)
Nÿ
k“0
Epf2k q ď CpN ` 1q for all N .
From above, by Lemma 3.3 and the spatial homogeneity of the Y¯ -walk,
Nÿ
k“0
Epf2k q “
Nÿ
k“0
ÿ
x
qkpx, 0q ď C
Nÿ
k“0
ÿ
x
q¯kpx, 0q
“ C
Nÿ
k“0
ÿ
x
q¯kp0, xq “ CpN ` 1q. 
Property (3.1) implies that the probability measure P8pdωq “ fpωqPpdωq is invariant
for the process TXn,nω. Recall from (1.6) the product measure
(3.10) µρ,ωpdηq “ â
xPZd
ΓρfpTx,0ωq
`
dηpxq˘
where Γλ is Poisson(λ) distribution. By the definition of f , µρ,ω depends on ω only through
the levels ω¯´8,´1.
Lemma 3.5. The following holds for P-a.e. ω. Let η0 be µ
ρ,ω-distributed. Then for all
times t P Z`, under the evolution in the environment ω, ηt is µρ,T0,tω-distributed, and in
particular independent of the environment ω¯t at level t.
Proof. Consider the evolution under a fixed ω. The claim made in the lemma is true at time
t “ 0 by the construction. Suppose it is true up to time t´1. Then over x P Zd the variables
ηt´1pxq are independent Poisson variables with means ρfpTx,t´1ωq. Each particle at site x
chooses its next position y independently with probabilities πωt´1,tpx, yq. As with marking a
Poisson process with independent coin flips, the consequence is that the numbers of particles
going from x to y are independent Poisson variables with means ρfpTx,t´1ωqπωt´1,tpx, yq, over
all pairs px, yq. Since sums of independent Poissons are Poisson, the variables pηtpyqqyPZ
are again independent Poissons and ηtpyq has meanÿ
x
ρfpTx,t´1ωqπωt´1,tpx, yq “
ÿ
z
ρfpTz,´1Ty,tωqπTy,tω´1,0 pz, 0q
“ ρfpTy,tωq.
The last equality is from (3.1).
We have shown that ηt “ pηtpyqqyPZd has distribution µρ, T0,tω. This measure is a function
of ω¯´8,t´1, hence independent of ω¯t under P. 
Recall from (1.7) the averaged measure µρ “ ş µρ,ω Ppdωq.
Lemma 3.6. The measure µρ is invariant and ergodic under spatial shifts θx. The tail
σ-field of the state space ZZ
d
` is trivial under µρ.
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Proof. Invariance under θx comes from µ
ρ,ω ˝ θ´1x “ µρ,Tx,0ω and the invariance of P. Er-
godicity will follow from tail triviality.
Let B Ď ZZd` be a tail event. Then by Kolmogorov’s 0-1 law µρ,ωpBq P t0, 1u for each ω.
We need to show that µρ,ωpBq is P-a.s. constant. For this it suffices to show that µρ,ωpBq
is itself (almost surely) a tail measurable function of ω.
Consider a ball Λ “ tpz, sq : |s| ` |z| ď Mu in the space-time lattice Zd ˆ Z. Since the
step size of the walks is bounded by R, for each x P Zd and N ě 1
fN pTx,0ωq “
ÿ
zPZd
πω´N,0pz, xq
is a function of the environments tωz,s : s ď ´1, |z ´ x| ď R|s|u. Consequently, if |x| ą
pR ` 1qM , the entire sequence tfN pTx,0ωquNPN is a function of the environments outside
Λ, and then so is (almost surely) the limit fpTx,0ωq. Since B is tail measurable, µρ,ωpBq is
a function of tfpTx,0ωq : |x| ą pR ` 1qMu and thereby a function of environments outside
Λ. Since Λ was arbitrary, we conclude that µρ,ωpBq is (almost surely) a tail measurable
function of ω. 
Proof of the first part of Theorem 1.1 (except for uniqueness). Invariance of µρ for the pro-
cess follows by averaging out ω in the result of Lemma 3.5. Spatial invariance, ergodicity
and tail triviality of µρ are in Lemma 3.6. That
ş
ηp0q dµρ “ ρ follows from the definition
of µρ.
We prove the ergodicity of the process η‚ under the time-shift-invariant path measure
Pµρ . We use the notation µ
ρ also for the joint measure µρpdω, dηq “ Ppdωqµρ,ωpdηq and not
only for the marginal on η. Let J be the σ-algebra of invariant sets on the state space of
the particle system:
J “ tB Ď ZZd` : 1Bpηq “ Pηtη1 P Bu for µρ-a.s. η u
By Corollary 5 on p. 97 of [17] it suffices to show that J is trivial. We establish triviality of
J by showing that Eµ
ρrψ |J s is almost surely a constant for an arbitrary bounded cylinder
function ψ on ZZ
d
` .
Let ηa,b denote the configuration obtained by moving one particle from site a to site b,
if possible: ηa,b “ η if ηpaq “ 0, while if ηpaq ą 0,
ηa,bpxq “
$’&’%
ηpaq ´ 1 x “ a
ηpbq ` 1 x “ b
ηpxq x ‰ a, b.
Lemma 3.7. There exists a version of Eµ
ρrψ |J s such that for all η P ZZd` and a, b P Zd,
Eµ
ρrψ |J spηq “ Eµρrψ |J spηa,bq.
Proof. By Corollary 2 on p. 93 of [17], we can define a version rψ of Eµρrψ |J s pointwise by
rψpηq “ lim
nÑ8
1
n
n´1ÿ
t“0
Eηrψpηtqs.
We show that rψpηq “ rψpηa,bq.
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Assume ηpaq ą 0. Consider the basic coupling Pη,ηa,b of two processes pηt, ζtq with initial
configurations pη0, ζ0q “ pη, ηa,bq, as described in Section 2. Let
σ “ inftt : ψpηsq “ ψpζsq for all s ě tu.
We observe that Pη,ηa,btσ ă 8u “ 1 in all dimensions. In dimensions d P t1, 2u the
irreducible q¯-random walk is recurrent, hence the two discrepancies of opposite sign that
start at a and b annihilate with probability 1. In dimensions d ě 3 the discrepancies
are marginally genuinely d-dimensional random walks by assumption (1.5). Thus they are
transient, and so either the discrepancies annihilate or eventually they never return to the
finite set of sites that support ψ.
The conclusion of the lemma follows:
|Eηrψpηtqs ´ Eηa,brψpηtqs| ď 2}ψ}8Pη,ηa,btσ ą tu ÝÑ 0 as tÑ8. 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose h is a bounded measurable function on ZZ
d
` such that for all a, b P Zd,
hpηa,bq “ hpηq µρ-a.s. Then there exists a tail measurable function h1 such that h “ h1
µρ-a.s.
Proof. To show approximate tail measurability we approximate by a cylinder function and
then move particles far enough one by one. (We learned this trick from [21].) Let ηa denote
the configuration obtained by removing one particle from site a if possible:
ηapxq “
#
pηpaq ´ 1q` x “ a
ηpxq x ‰ a.
Let ε ą 0. Pick a bounded cylinder function h˜ such that Eµρ |h´h˜|2 ă ε2. For each ω pick
bpωq P Zd so that fpTbpωq,0ωq ě 1{4 and h˜ does not depend on the coordinate ηpbpωqq. Such
bpωq exists a.s. by the ergodic theorem since Ef “ 1. Choose bpωq so that it is a measurable
function. Since hpηq “ hpηa,bpωqq µρpdω, dηq-a.s. and h˜pηaq “ h˜pηa,bpωqq by choice of bpωq,
ż
|hpηq ´ hpηaq|µρpdηq ď
ż
1tηpaqą0u|hpηa,bpωqq ´ h˜pηa,bpωqq|µρpdω, dηq
`
ż
1tηpaqą0u|h˜pηaq ´ hpηaq|µρpdηq.
In the next calculation we bound the first integral after the inequality. Write η “
pη1, ηpaq, ηpbpωqqq to make the coordinates at a and bpωq explicit. Change summation indices
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and apply Cauchy-Schwarz:ż
1tηpaqą0u |hpηa,bpωqq ´ h˜pηa,bpωqq|µρpdω, dηq
“ E
ÿ
ką0
ℓě0
ΓρfpTa,0ωqpkqΓρfpTbpωq,0ωqpℓq
ż
|hpη1, k ´ 1, ℓ` 1q
´ h˜pη1, k ´ 1, ℓ` 1q|µρ,ωpdη1q
“ E
ÿ
mě0
ną0
fpTa,0ωq
m` 1 ¨
n
fpTbpωq,0ωq
¨ ΓρfpTa,0ωqpmqΓρfpTbpωq,0ωqpnq
ˆ
ż
|hpη1,m, nq ´ h˜pη1,m, nq|µρ,ωpdη1q
“
ż
1tηpbpωqqą0u
fpTa,0ωq
ηpaq ` 1 ¨
ηpbpωqq
fpTbpωq,0ωq
¨ |hpηq ´ h˜pηq|µρpdω, dηq
ď
"
E
ÿ
mě0
ną0
fpTa,0ωq2
pm` 1q2 ¨
n2
fpTbpωq,0ωq2
¨ ΓρfpTa,0ωqpmqΓρfpTbpωq,0ωqpnq
*1{2
ˆ  Eµρ |h´ h˜|2(1{2
ď
a
5Erf2sε.
To obtain the second equality we replace ΓρfpTa,0ωqpkq by ΓρfpTa,0ωqpk ´ 1q ¨ fpTa,0ωq
k
and
similarly for ΓρfpTbpωq,0ωqplq.
An analogous argument (but easier since we do not need the bpωq) givesż
1tηpaqą0u|h˜pηaq ´ hpηaq|µρpdηq ď Cε.
Since ε ą 0 was arbitrary we have hpηq “ hpηaq µρ-a.s.
For given finite Λ Ď Zd, applying the mapping η ÞÑ ηa repeatedly to remove all particles
from Λ shows that h equals a.s. a function gΛ that does not depend on pηpxq : x P Λq. As
ΛÕ Zd along cubes, the limit h1 “ lim gΛ exists a.s. by martingale convergence and is tail
measurable. 
We can now conclude the proof of (temporal) ergodicity of the process η‚. Lemmas 3.7
and 3.8 show that Eµ
ρrψ |J s is µρ-a.s. tail measurable, and hence a constant by Lemma
3.6. 
3.1. Proof of uniqueness. In this subsection, we complete the proof of part (a) of Theo-
rem 1.1 by showing that µρ is the unique invariant distribution with the stated properties.
We also prove the second part of Theorem 1.1. The proof of uniqueness uses standard
techniques of interacting particle systems [11]. We will arrive at the proof of uniqueness
through a sequence of lemmas.
For two configurations η, ζ of occupation variables, we say that η ď ζ if ηpxq ď ζpxq for
all x. For two probability distributions µ, ν on the configuration space, we say µ ď ν if
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there exists a probability measure rµ on pairs pη, ζq of configurations of occupation variables
such that rµpη ď ζq “ 1 and the marginals of rµ are µ and ν. For a convex set A, Ae will
denote the set of extremal elements.
Recall that rS, resp. rSe, denotes the set of spatially invariant resp. ergodic probability
distributions on pairs pη, ζq of configurations of occupation variables. Let I˜ denote the
set of probability distributions on pairs of configurations of occupation variables, that are
invariant under the temporal evolution described at the beginning of Section 2.
Lemma 3.9. If ρ1 ă ρ2 then µρ1 ď µρ2 .
Proof. We couple µρ1,ω and µρ2,ω by letting rµω be the distribution of pη, ζq defined by
letting occupation variables ηpxq be independent Poisson with means ρ1fpTx,0ωq, γpxq be
independent Poisson with means pρ2 ´ ρ1qfpTx,0ωq, and then setting ζpxq “ ηpxq ` γpxq.
Then define the coupling of µρ1 and µρ2 by rµp¨q “ Errµωp¨qs. 
We state the next two lemmas without proof. The proofs can be found in Lemmas 4.2 -
4.5 of [1].
Lemma 3.10. We have
(a) If µ1, µ2 P I X S, there is a rµ P rI X rS with marginals µ1 and µ2.
(b) If µ1, µ2 P pI X Sqe, there is a rµ P prI X rSqe with marginals µ1 and µ2.
Lemma 3.11. If rµ P prI X rSqe and rµtpη, ζq : η ě ζ or ζ ě ηu “ 1 thenrµtpη, ζq : η ě ζu “ 1 or rµtpη, ζq : ζ ě ηu “ 1.
A crucial lemma needed in the proof of uniqueness is the following.
Lemma 3.12. Let rµ P rSe such that şrηp0q ` ζp0qsdrµ ă 8. Fix x ‰ y P Zd. Then
lim
tÑ8 rµt pη, ζq : ηpxq ą ζpxq and ηpyq ă ζpyq( “ 0
Proof. Our proof employs some of the notation developed in Section 2. Fix a positive
integer m. Let I “ r´m,msd and let B be the event that I contains both p`q and p´q
particles. The theorem will be proved if we can show that rµtpBq Ñ 0 as tÑ 8. So let us
assume to the contrary that we can find a sequence tk Ò 8 such that
(3.11) rµtkpBq ě δ ą 0.
By our assumptions on the environment, we can find a positive integer T “ T pmq and a
positive real number ρ “ ρpmq ą 0 such that
min
x, y P I
P
 
Xx‚ and X˜
y
‚ meet by time T
( ě ρ.
Let Apt, yq denote the event that a p`q or a p´q particle present in the cube y ` I at time
t has been annihilated by time t` T . It is clear that
(3.12) P
“
Apt, yqˇˇηt, ζt‰ ě ρ ¨ 1B θypηt, ζtq( a.s.
For what follows, assume that all tk`1´ tk ě T . Let φtpxq “ β`t pxq`β´t pxq be the number
of discrepancy particles at x at time t. Let n “ lp2m` 1q `m for a positive integer l and
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divide the cube r´n, nsd into p2l ` 1qd cubes of side length 2m` 1. We have
1
p2n ` 1qd
ÿ
yPr´n,nsd
φtk`T pyq ď
1
p2n` 1qd
ÿ
yPr´n´RT,n`RT sd
φtkpyq
´ 1p2n` 1qd
p2l`1qdÿ
j“1
1Btθupjqpηtk , ζtkqu ¨ 1Aptk ,upjqq
where upjq is the center of cube j. Taking expectations and letting nÑ8, we get
Erµrφtk`T p0qs ď Erµrφtkp0qs ´ lim infnÑ8 ´1p2n` 1qd
p2l`1qdÿ
j“1
Erµ“1Btθupjqpηtk , ζtkqu ¨ 1Aptk ,upjqq‰
It follows from (3.12) and (3.11) that
Erµ“1Btθupjqpηtk , ζtkqu ¨ 1Aptk ,upjqq‰ ě ρrµtkpBq ě ρδ.
We thus have
Erµrφtk`1p0qs ď Erµrφtk`T p0qs ď Erµrφtkp0qs ´ ρδp2m` 1qd .
We can conclude from Lemma 2.1 that Erµrφtkp0qs Ñ ´8. But this is a contradiction since
Erµrφtp0qs ě 0. The proof of the lemma is complete. 
Lemma 3.13. If µ1, µ2 P pI X Sqe and Eµiηp0q ă 8 for i “ 1, 2, then µ1 ď µ2 or µ2 ď µ1.
Proof. From Lemma 3.10, we can find rµ P prI X rSqe with marginals µ1 and µ2. Using the
ergodic decomposition of stationary measures [24, Theorem 6.6],rµ pη, ζq : ηpxq ą ζpxq and ηpyq ă ζpyq(
“
ż
rSe ν˜
 pη, ζq : ηpxq ą ζpxq and ηpyq ă ζpyq(Ψpdν˜q,
for a probability measure Ψ on rSe. On applying the operator Sptq to both sides of the
above equation, we observe that the right hand side goes to 0. We thus getrµtpη, ζq : η ď ζ or ζ ď ηu “ 1
An application of Lemma 3.11 completes the proof. 
Proposition 3.14. If µ P pI X Sqe and ρ0 “ Eµηp0q ă 8 then µ “ µρ0 .
Proof. Since µρ P Se X I, it follows that µρ P pI X Sqe. We can then conclude from Lemma
3.9 and Lemma 3.13 that there exists a ρ10 P r0,8s such that µ ď µρ for ρ ą ρ10 and µ ě µρ
for ρ ă ρ10. In particular, we have ρ0 “ Eµηp0q ď ρ for ρ ą ρ10 and similarly ρ0 ě ρ for
ρ ă ρ10. This says that ρ10 “ ρ0.
Now fix ρ1 ă ρ0 ă ρ2. For all px1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq P pZdqn and all pk1, k2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knq P pZ`qn,
we have
µρ1pηpxiq ě ki, 1 ď i ď nq ď µpηpxiq ě ki, 1 ď i ď nq ď µρ2pηpxiq ě ki, 1 ď i ď nq
The first inequality (resp. the second inequality) above can be seen by looking at the
coupled measure rµ corresponding to µρ1 (resp. µρ2) and µ so that rµpη ď ζq “ 1 (resp.
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rµpη ě ζq “ 1). Now let ρ1 Ò ρ0 and ρ2 Ó ρ0 to see that µ has the same finite dimensional
distributions as µρ0 . 
Proof of the remaining parts of Theorem 1.1. We first prove that µρ is the unique measure
with the stated properties in part (a) of Theorem 1.1. Indeed, let µ be another measure with
those properties. Since µ P Se X I, we can conclude that µ P pI X Sqe. From Proposition
3.14, we must have that µ “ µρ.
We now turn to part (b) of the theorem. Let ν be a probability measure on ZZ
d
` that
is stationary and ergodic under spatial translations and has mean occupation
ş
ζp0q dν “
ρ. Denote the occupation process with initial distribution ν by ζt. Utilizing the ergodic
decomposition theorem [24, Theorem 6.6], find rµ P rSe with marginals µρ and ν. Let rµt be
the time t distribution of the joint process pηt, ζtq coupled as described in Section 2.
Initial shift invariance implies that mean occupations are constant ρ throughout time
and space:
Erµtrζpxqs “ Eνrζtpxqs “
ż
E
!ÿ
y
ζpyqπω0,tpy, xq
)
νpdζq “
ÿ
y
E
`
πω0,tpy, xq
˘ ż
ζpyqdν “ ρ.
Chebyshev’s inequality and Tychonov’s theorem (Thm. 37.3 in [12]) can be used to show
that the sequence trµtutPZ` is tight.
Let ν˜ be any limit point as tÑ 8. Then by Proposition 2.2 ν˜tpη, ζq : η “ ζu “ 1. This
proves that Pνtζt P ¨u ñ µρ. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
4. Covariances of the invariant measures
Define the Green’s functions for both q and q¯ walks by
GN px, yq “
Nÿ
k“0
qkpx, yq and G¯N px, yq “
Nÿ
k“0
q¯kpx, yq.
Recall the potential kernel for the q¯ walk
(4.1) a¯pxq “ lim
NÑ8
`
G¯N p0, 0q ´ G¯N px, 0q
˘
.
In the transient case d ě 3 the limit above exists trivially, since
Gpx, yq “
8ÿ
k“0
qkpx, yq ă 8 and G¯px, yq “
8ÿ
k“0
q¯kpx, yq ă 8.
So for d ě 3
(4.2) a¯pxq “ G¯p0, 0q ´ G¯px, 0q.
For the existence of the limit (4.1) in the recurrent case d P t1, 2u see T1 on p. 352 of [22].
In all cases the kernel a¯pxq satisfies these equations:ÿ
z
q¯p0, zqa¯pzq “ 1 and
ÿ
z
q¯px, zqa¯pzq “ a¯pxq for x ‰ 0.(4.3)
The constant β defined by (1.13) has the alternate representation
(4.4) β “
ÿ
z
qp0, zqa¯pzq.
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We omit the argument for the equality of the two representations of β. It is a simple version
of the one given at the end of this section for (1.15).
To prove Theorem 1.2 we first verify this proposition and then derive the Fourier repre-
sentation (1.15).
Proposition 4.1. Let d ě 1. For m P Zdzt0u
Covrfpωq, fpTm,0ωqs “ β´1
ÿ
z
qp0, zqra¯p´mq ´ a¯pz ´mqs(4.5)
and
(4.6) Varrfpωqs “ β´1 ´ 1.
A few more notations. Recall that Yn denotes the Markov chain with transition q and
Y¯n the q¯ random walk. Successive returns to the origin are marked as follows:
(4.7) τ0 “ 0 and for j ą 0, τj “ inftn ą τj´1 : Yn “ 0u.
Abbreviate τ “ τ1. The corresponding stopping time for Y¯n is τ¯ . For m P Zd and N ě 1
abbreviate
CN pmq “ CovrfN pωq, fN pTm,0ωqs “
ÿ
z,wPZd
Cov
“
π´N,0pz, 0q, π´N,0pw,mq
‰
.
Define also the function
hpyq “
ÿ
zPZd
Covrπ0,1p0, y ` zq, π0,1p0, zqs “ qp0, yq ´ q¯p0, yq, y P Zd.
Symmetry hp´yq “ hpyq holds.
Lemma 4.2. In all dimensions d ě 1,
(4.8) CN pmq “
ÿ
yPZd
hpyqGN´1py,mq.
Proof. The case N “ 1 follows from a shift of space and time. To do induction on N
use the Markov property and the additivity of covariance. Abbreviate temporarily κx,y “
π´N,´N`1px, yq and recall that the mean kernel is py´x “ Eκx,y.
CN pmq “
ÿ
z,z1,w,w1
Cov
“
κz,z1π´N`1,0pz1, 0q , κw,w1π´N`1,0pw1,mq
‰
“
ÿ
z,z1,w,w1
!
Cov
“pκz,z1 ´ pz1´zqπ´N`1,0pz1, 0q , pκw,w1 ´ pw1´wqπ´N`1,0pw1,mq‰(4.9)
` Cov“pz1´zπ´N`1,0pz1, 0q , pκw,w1 ´ pw1´wqπ´N`1,0pw1,mq‰(4.10)
` Cov“pz1´zπ´N`1,0pz1, 0q , pw1´wπ´N`1,0pw1,mq‰ ).(4.11)
Working from the bottom up, the terms on line (4.11) add up to CN´1pmq. The terms on
line (4.10) vanish because κw,w1´pw1´w is mean zero and independent of the other random
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variables inside the covariance. On line (4.9) the covariance vanishes unless z “ w. Thus
by rearranging line (4.9) we get
CN pmq ´ CN´1pmq “ line (4.9)
“
ÿ
z,z1,w1
Covpκz,z1 , κz,w1qE
“
π´N`1,0pz1, 0qπ´N`1,0pw1,mq
‰
“
ÿ
y,x
Covpκ0,x, κ0,x`yq
ÿ
ℓ
E
“
π´N`1,0py,m` ℓqπ´N`1,0p0, ℓq
‰
“
ÿ
y
hpyqqN´1py,mq. 
In the recurrent case we will use Abel summation, hence the next lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let d P t1, 2u. For x,m P Zd, the limit
(4.12) apx,mq “ lim
sÕ1
8ÿ
k“0
sk
`
qkp0,mq ´ qkpx,mq˘
exists. For m “ 0 the limit is
(4.13) apx, 0q “ a¯pxq
β
and for m ‰ 0
(4.14) apx,mq “ a¯pxq
β
ÿ
z
qp0, zq“a¯p´mq ´ a¯pz ´mq‰´ a¯p´mq ` a¯px´mq.
Proof. Let s vary in p0, 1q and let
Upx,m, sq “ Ex
” τ´1ÿ
k“0
sk1tYk “ mu
ı
ÝÑ
sÕ1
Ex
” τ´1ÿ
k“0
1tYk “ mu
ı
“ Upx,mq.
Decompose the summation across intervals rτj , τj`1q and use the Markov property:
8ÿ
k“0
skqkpx,mq “ Ex
” τ1´1ÿ
k“0
sk1tYk “ mu
ı
`
8ÿ
j“1
Ex
”
sτj
τj`1´1ÿ
k“τj
sk´τj1tYk “ mu
ı
“ Upx,m, sq `
8ÿ
j“1
Expsτ qE0psτ qj´1Up0,m, sq
“ Upx,m, sq ` Exps
τ q
1´ E0psτ qUp0,m, sq.
From this,
(4.15)
8ÿ
k“0
sk
`
qkp0,mq ´ qkpx,mq˘ “ 1´ Expsτ q
1´ E0psτ qUp0,m, sq ´ Upx,m, sq.
We analyze the quantities on the right in (4.15).
Suppose first x ‰ 0. Then Upx,mq is the same for the Markov chain Yk as for the random
walk Y¯k because these processes agree until the first visit to 0. In the notation of Spitzer
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[22], with a check added to refer to the random walk Y¯k, g¯t0upx,mq “ Upx,mq. By P29.4
on p. 355 of [22] and D11.1 on p. 115, for recurrent random walk
Upx,mq “ g¯t0upx,mq “ a¯pxq ` a¯p´mq ´ a¯px´mq.
For x “ 0 we have Up0, 0q “ 1, and for m ‰ 0,
Up0,mq “
ÿ
y‰0
qp0, yqUpy,mq “
ÿ
y‰0
qp0, yq“a¯pyq ` a¯p´mq ´ a¯py ´mq‰
“ β `
ÿ
y
qp0, yq“a¯p´mq ´ a¯py ´mq‰.
For the asymptotics of the fraction on the right in (4.15) we can assume again x ‰ 0 for
otherwise the value is 1. It will be convenient to look at the reciprocal. A computation
gives
1´ E0psτ q
1´ Expsτ q “
ř8
k“0 s
kP0pτ ą kqř8
k“0 skPxpτ ą kq
“ 1ř8
k“0 skPxpτ ą kq
` s
ÿ
z‰0
qp0, zq
ř8
k“0 s
kPzpτ ą kqř8
k“0 skPxpτ ą kq
.
Again we can take advantage of known random walk limits because both x, z ‰ 0 so the
probabilities are the same as those for Y¯k. By P32.2 on p. 379 of [22], as sÕ 1, for recurrent
random walk the above converges to (note that Expτq “ 8)ÿ
z‰0
qp0, zq a¯pzq
a¯pxq “
β
a¯pxq .
Letting sÕ 1 in (4.15) gives (4.13) and (4.14). 
For m “ 0 we can obtain the convergence as in (4.1) without the Abel summation. But
we do not need this for further development.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Since fN Ñ f in L2pPq, the covariance in (4.5) is given by the
limit of CN pmq, so by (4.8)
Covrfpωq, fpTm,0ωqs “ lim
NÑ8
!ÿ
y
qp0, yqGN´1py,mq ´
ÿ
y
q¯p0, yqGN´1py,mq
)
.
Next, ÿ
y
qp0, yqGN´1py,mq “ GN p0,mq ´ δ0,m “ qN p0,mq ´ δ0,m `GN´1p0,mq.
Since the Markov chain q follows the random walk q¯ away from 0 it is null recurrent for
d “ 1, 2 and transient for d ě 3. So qN p0,mq Ñ 0 [13, Theorem 1.8.5]. Thus the limiting
covariance now has the form
(4.16) ´ δ0,m ` lim
NÑ8
ÿ
y
q¯p0, yqrGN´1p0,mq ´GN´1py,mqs.
At this point the treatment separates into recurrent and transient cases. This is because
the Green’s function is uniformly bounded only in the transient case.
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Case 1. d P t1, 2u
Convergence in (4.16) implies Abel convergence (Theorem 12.41 in [26] or Theorem 1.33
in Chapter III of [27]), so the limiting covariance equals
´δ0,m ` lim
sÕ1
ÿ
y
q¯p0, yq
8ÿ
k“0
sk
`
qkp0,mq ´ qkpy,mq˘.
By substituting in (4.13) and (4.14) we obtain (4.6) and (4.5).
Case 2. d ě 3
In the transient case we can pass directly to the limit in (4.16) and obtain
(4.17) Covrfpωq, fpTm,0ωqs “ ´δ0,m `
ÿ
y
q¯p0, yqrGp0,mq ´Gpy,mqs.
The sum above can be restricted to y ‰ 0. By restarting after the first return to 0,
(4.18) Gpy,mq “ Ey
” τ´1ÿ
k“0
1tYk “ mu
ı
` Pypτ ă 8qGp0,mq.
Next,
(4.19)
Gp0,mq “
8ÿ
j“0
E0
”
1tτj ă 8u
τj`1´1ÿ
k“τj
1tYk “ mu
ı
“
8ÿ
j“0
P0pτ ă 8qjE0
” τ´1ÿ
k“0
1tYk “ mu
ı
“ 1
P0pτ “ 8q
´
δ0,m ` p1´ δ0,mq
ÿ
z‰0
qp0, zqEz
” τ´1ÿ
k“0
1tYk “ mu
ı ¯
.
Now consider first m ‰ 0. Combining the above,
Covrfpωq, fpTm,0ωqs “
ÿ
y‰0
q¯p0, yq Gp0,mq ´Gpy,mq(
“
ÿ
y‰0
q¯p0, yq
! Pypτ “ 8q
P0pτ “ 8q
ÿ
z‰0
qp0, zqEz
” τ´1ÿ
k“0
1tYk “ mu
ı
´ Ey
” τ´1ÿ
k“0
1tYk “ mu
ı )
using equality of q and q¯ away from 0
“
ÿ
y‰0
q¯p0, yq
! Pypτ¯ “ 8q
P0pτ “ 8q
ÿ
z‰0
qp0, zqEz
” τ¯´1ÿ
k“0
1tY¯k “ mu
ı
´ Ey
” τ¯´1ÿ
k“0
1tY¯k “ mu
ı )
“ P0pτ¯ “ 8q
P0pτ “ 8q
ÿ
z‰0
qp0, zqEz
” τ¯´1ÿ
k“0
1tY¯k “ mu
ı
´
ÿ
y‰0
q¯p0, yqEy
” τ¯´1ÿ
k“0
1tY¯k “ mu
ı
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applying (4.18) and (4.19) to the q¯ walk
“ P0pτ¯ “ 8q
P0pτ “ 8q
ÿ
z‰0
qp0, zq
!
G¯pz,mq ´ Pzpτ¯ ă 8qG¯p0,mq
)
´ P0pτ¯ “ 8qG¯p0,mq
“ P0pτ¯ “ 8q
P0pτ “ 8q
ÿ
z‰0
qp0, zq
!
G¯pz,mq ´ Pzpτ¯ ă 8qG¯p0,mq
)
´ P0pτ¯ “ 8q
P0pτ “ 8q
ÿ
z‰0
qp0, zqPzpτ “ 8qG¯p0,mq
“ P0pτ¯ “ 8q
P0pτ “ 8q
ÿ
z‰0
qp0, zq“G¯pz,mq ´ G¯p0,mq‰.
To finish this case, note that
β “
ÿ
z
qp0, zqa¯pzq “
ÿ
z‰0
qp0, zqpG¯p0, 0q ´ G¯pz, 0qq “
ÿ
z‰0
qp0, zqPzpτ¯ “ 8q
P0pτ¯ “ 8q
“ P0pτ “ 8q
P0pτ¯ “ 8q .
We have arrived at
Covrfpωq, fpTm,0ωqs “ β´1
ÿ
z‰0
qp0, zq“a¯p´mq ´ a¯pz ´mq‰.
Return to (4.17)–(4.19) to cover the case m “ 0:
Covrfpωq, fpωqs “
ÿ
y
q¯p0, yqrGp0, 0q ´Gpy, 0qs ´ 1 “
ÿ
y‰0
q¯p0, yqPypτ “ 8q
P0pτ “ 8q ´ 1
“ P0pτ¯ “ 8q
P0pτ “ 8q ´ 1 “ β
´1 ´ 1.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
Completion of the proof of Theorem 1.2. It remains to prove the Fourier representation
(1.15) from (4.5). In several stages symmetry of a¯ and the transitions is used.
Covrfpωq, fpTm,0ωqs “ β´1
ÿ
z
qp0, zqra¯pmq ´ a¯pm´ zqs
“ lim
NÑ8
β´1
Nÿ
k“0
ÿ
z
qp0, zqrq¯kpm´ z, 0q ´ q¯kpm, 0qs
“ lim
NÑ8
β´1
p2πqd
Nÿ
k“0
ÿ
z
qp0, zq
ż
Td
re´iθ¨pm´zq ´ e´iθ¨msλ¯kpθq dθ
“ lim
NÑ8
´β´1
p2πqd
ż
Td
cospθ ¨mq1´ λpθq
1´ λ¯pθqp1´ λ¯
N`1pθqq dθ
“ ´β
´1
p2πqd
ż
Td
cospθ ¨mq1´ λpθq
1´ λ¯pθq dθ.
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The last equality comes from 0 ď λ¯pθq ă 1 for θ P Tdzt0u and dominated convergence. The
ratio p1 ´ λpθqq{p1´ λ¯pθqq stays bounded as θ Ñ 0 because both transitions q and q¯ have
zero mean and q¯ has a nonsingular covariance matrix [22, P7 p. 74]. 
5. Convergence of centered current fluctuations
We prove Theorem 1.4 by proving the following proposition. Recall the definition of the
current Ynpt, rq from (1.18), and let tZpt, rq : pt, rq P R` ˆ Ru be the mean zero Gaussian
process defined by (1.22) or equivalently through the covariance (1.26). Recall also the
definitions
Y npt, rq “ n´1{4
 
Ynpt, rq ´ EωrYnpt, rqs
(
,
Y npθq “
Nÿ
i“1
θiY npti, riq and Zpθq “
Nÿ
i“1
θiZpti, riq.
Proposition 5.1.
(5.1) Eω
“
exp
 
iY npθq
(‰Ñ E“exp iZpθq(‰ in P-probability.
The remainder of the section proves this proposition and thereby Theorem 1.4. We write
Y npθq as a sum of independent mean zero random variables (under Pω) so that we can
apply Lindeberg-Feller [6]:
(5.2) Y npθq “ n´1{4
Nÿ
i“1
θi
 
Ynpti, riq ´ EωYnpti, riq
( “Wn “ 8ÿ
m“´8
U¯m
with
(5.3) U¯m “
Nÿ
i“1
θi
´
Umpti, riq1tm ą 0u ´ Vmpti, riq1tm ď 0u
¯
,
and
Umpt, rq “ n´1{4
η0pmqÿ
j“1
1tXm,jtntu ď tnvtu` tr
?
nuu
´ n´1{4Eωpη0pmqqPωpXmtntu ď tnvtu ` tr
?
nu q,
(5.4)
Vmpt, rq “ n´1{4
η0pmqÿ
j“1
1tXm,jtntu ą tnvtu` tr
?
nuu
´ n´1{4Eωpη0pmqqPωpXmtntu ą tnvtu ` tr
?
nu q.
The n-dependence is suppressed from the notations U¯m, Umpt, rq and Vmpt, rq. The variables
tU¯mumPZ are independent under Pω because initial occupation variables and walks are
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independent. We will also use repeatedly this formula, a consequence of the independence
of η0 and the walks under P
ω:
(5.5)
EωrUmpt, rq2s “ n´1{2Varω
ˆ η0pmqÿ
j“1
1tXm,jtntu ď tnvtu` tr
?
nu u
˙
“ n´1{2Eωpη0pmqqPωpXmtntu ď tnvtu ` tr
?
nu qPωpXmtntu ą tnvtu` tr
?
nu q
` n´1{2Varωpη0pmqqPωpXmtntu ď tnvtu ` tr
?
nu q2
and the corresponding formula for Vmpt, rq.
Let apnq Õ 8 be a sequence that will be determined precisely in the proof. Define the
finite sum
(5.6) W ˚n “
ÿ
|m|ďapnq?n
U¯m.
We observe that the terms |m| ą apnq?n can be discarded from (5.2).
Lemma 5.2. E|Wn ´Wn˚ |2 Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
Proof. By the mutual independence of occupation variables and walks under Pω, and as
eventually apnq ą |ri|, the task boils down to showing that sums of this type vanish:
E
„ˆ ÿ
mąapnq?n
Umpt, rq
˙2 
“ E
ÿ
mąapnq?n
EωrUmpt, rq2s
ď n´1{2 E
ÿ
mąapnq?n
“
Eωpη0pmqq `Varωpη0pmqq
‰
PωtXm,jtntu ď tnvtu ` tr
?
nu u
ď Cn´1{2
ÿ
mąapnq?n
P tXtntu ď tnvtu ` tr
?
nu´m u
“ CE
„ˆ
Xtntu ´ tnvtu?
n
´ r ` apnq
˙´ 
.
Under the averaged measure P the walk Xs is a sum of bounded i.i.d. random variables,
hence by uniform integrability the last line vanishes as apnq Õ 8. There is also a term for
m ă apnq?n involving Vmpt, rq that is handled in the same way. 
The limit θ ¨ Z in our goal (5.1) has variance
(5.7) σ2θ “
ÿ
1ďi,jďN
θiθj
”
ρ0Γ1
`pti, riq, ptj , rjq˘` σ20Γ2`pti, riq, ptj , rjq˘ı
and the two Γ-terms, defined earlier in (1.24) and (1.25), have the following expressions in
terms of a standard 1-dimensional Brownian motion Bt:
(5.8)
Γ1
`ps, qq, pt, rq˘ “ ż 8
´8
´
PrBσ2s ď q ´ xsPrBσ2t ą r ´ xs
´ PrBσ2s ď q ´ x,Bσ2t ą r ´ xs
¯
dx
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and
(5.9)
Γ2
`ps, qq, pt, rq˘ “ ż 8
0
PrBσ2s ď q ´ xsPrBσ2t ď r ´ xs dx
`
ż 0
´8
PrBσ2s ą q ´ xsPrBσ2t ą r ´ xs dx.
By Lemma 5.2, the desired limit (5.1) follows from showing
(5.10) EωpeiWn˚ q Ñ e´σ2θ{2 in P-probability as nÑ 8.
This limit will be achieved by showing that the usual conditions of the Lindeberg-Feller
theorem hold in P-probability:
(5.11)
ÿ
|m|ďapnq?n
EωpU¯2mq Ñ σ2θ
and
(5.12)
ÿ
|m|ďapnq?n
Eω
` |U¯m|21t|U¯m| ě εu˘Ñ 0.
The standard Lindeberg-Feller theorem can then be applied to subsequences. The limits
(5.11)–(5.12) in P-probability imply that every subsequence has a further subsequence along
which these limits hold for P-almost every ω. Thus along this further subsequence Wn˚
converges weakly to N p0, σ2θ q under Pω for P-almost every ω. So, every subsequence has a
further subsequence along which the limit (5.10) holds for P-almost every ω. This implies
the limit (5.10) in P-probability.
We check the negligibility condition (5.12) in the L1 sense.
Lemma 5.3. Under assumption (1.20),
(5.13) lim
nÑ8
ÿ
|m|ďapnq?n
E
”
|U¯m|21t|U¯m| ě εu
ı
“ 0.
Proof. First
U¯2m “
ˆ Nÿ
i“1
θi
”
Umpti, riq1tm ě 0u ´ Vmpti, riq1tm ă 0u
ı˙2
ď C
Nÿ
i“1
Umpti, riq21tm ě 0u ` C
Nÿ
i“1
Vmpti, riq21tm ă 0u.
The arguments for the terms above are the same. So take a term from the first sum, let
pt, rq “ pti, riq, and the task is now
(5.14) lim
nÑ8
apnq?nÿ
m“0
E
“
Umpt, rq21t|U¯m| ě εu
‰ “ 0.
Since
|U¯m| ď Cn´1{4
“
η0pmq ` Eωpηpmqq
‰
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and by adjusting ε, limit (5.14) follows if we can show the limit for these sums:
(5.15)
apnq?nÿ
m“0
E
“
Umpt, rq21tη0pmq ą n1{4εu
‰
`
apnq?nÿ
m“0
E
“
Umpt, rq21tEωpη0pmqq ą n1{4εu
‰
.
Abbreviate
Am “ tXmnt ď tnvtu ` tr
?
nu u.
The terms of the second sum in (5.15) develop as follows, using (5.5), the independence of
ω¯´8,´1 and ω¯0,8, and the shift invariance:
E
“
EωpUmpt, rq2q1tEωpη0pmqq ą n1{4εu
‰
ď n´1{2E“`Eωpη0pmqq `Varωpη0pmqq˘1tEωpη0pmqq ą n1{4εu‰P pAmq
“ n´1{2E“`Eωpη0p0qq `Varωpη0p0qq˘1tEωpη0p0qq ą n1{4εu‰P pAmq.
Since the averaged walk is a walk with bounded i.i.d. steps,
(5.16)
apnq?nÿ
m“0
P pAmq ď E
“pXtntu ´ tnvtu ´ tr?nu q´‰ ď Cpn1{2 ` 1q.
Thus
apnq?nÿ
m“0
E
“
Umpt, rq21tEωpη0pmqq ą n1{4εu
‰
ď CE“`Eωpη0p0qq `Varωpη0p0qq˘1tEωpη0p0qq ą n1{4εu‰.
The last line vanishes as nÑ8 by dominated convergence, by assumption (1.20).
For the first sum in (5.15) first take quenched expectation of the walks while conditioning
on η0, to get the bound
Eωη0 rUmpt, rq2s ď 2n´1{2PωpAmq
“
η0pmq2 ` Eωpη0pmqq2
‰
.
Using again the independence of ω¯´8,´1 and ω¯0,8, shift-invariance, and (5.16),
apnq?nÿ
m“0
E
“
Umpt, rq21tη0pmq ą n1{4εu
‰
ď Cn´1{2
apnq?nÿ
m“0
P pAmq ¨E
“`
η0p0q2 ` Eωpη0p0qq2
˘
1tη0p0q ą n1{4εu
‰
ď CE“`η0p0q2 ` Eωpη0p0qq2˘1tη0p0q ą n1{4εu‰
The last line vanishes as nÑ8 by dominated convergence, by assumption (1.20). 
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We turn to checking (5.11).ÿ
|m|ďapnq?n
Eω
“
U¯2m
‰
“
ÿ
1ďi,jďN
θiθj
ÿ
|m|ďapnq?n
”
1tmą0uEω
`
Umpti, riqUmptj , rjq
˘
` 1tmď0uEω
`
Vmpti, riqVmptj , rjq
˘ı
.
Each quenched expectation of a product of two mean zero random variables is handled in
the manner of (5.5) that we demonstrate with the second expectation:
Eω
`
Vmpti, riqVmptj , rjq
˘
“ n´1{2 Covω
ˆ η0pmqÿ
k“1
1tXm,ktntiu ą tnvtiu ` ri
?
n u,
η0pmqÿ
ℓ“1
1tXm,ℓtntj u ą tnvtju` rj
?
n u
˙
“ n´1{2Eωpη0pmqq
”
PωpXmtntiu ą tnvtiu ` ri
?
n, Xmtntj u ą tnvtju ` rj
?
n q
´ PωpXmtntiu ą tnvtiu` ri
?
n qPωpXmtntj u ą tnvtju` rj
?
n q
ı
` n´1{2Varωpη0pmqqPωpXmtntiu ą tnvtiu` ri
?
n qPωpXmtntj u ą tnvtju` rj
?
n q.
After some rearranging of the resulting probabilities, we arrive at
(5.17)
ÿ
|m|ďapnq?n
Eω
“
U¯2m
‰
“ n´1{2
ÿ
1ďi,jďN
θiθj
„ ÿ
|m|ďapnq?n
Eωpη0pmqq
ˆ
!
PωpXmtntiu ď tnvtiu ` tri
?
nu qPωpXmtntj u ą tnvtju ` trj
?
nu q
´ PωpXmtntiu ď tnvtiu ` tri
?
nu, Xmtntj u ą tnvtju ` trj
?
nu q
)
`
ÿ
|m|ďapnq?n
Varωpη0pmqq
ˆ
!
1tmą0uPωpXmtntiu ď tnvtiu ` tri
?
nu qPωpXmtntj u ď tnvtju` trj
?
nu q
` 1tmď0uPωpXmtntiu ą tnvtiu ` tri
?
nu qPωpXmtntj u ą tnvtju` trj
?
nu q
) 
.
The terms above have been arranged so that the sums match up with the integrals in
(5.7)–(5.9). Limit (5.11) is now proved by showing that, term by term, the sums above
converge to the integrals. In each case the argument is the same. We illustrate the case of
the sum of the first term with the factor Varωpη0pmqq in front. To simplify notation we let
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pps, qq, pt, rqq “ ppti, riq, ptj , rjqq. In other words, we show this convergence in P-probability:
(5.18)
S0pnq ” n´1{2
ÿ
0ămďapnq?n
Varωpη0pmqqPωpXmtnsu ď tnvsu` tq
?
nu q
ˆ PωpXmtntu ď tnvtu ` tr
?
nu q
ÝÑ
nÑ8 σ
2
0
ż 8
0
PrBσ2s ď q ´ xsPrBσ2t ď r ´ xs dx ” I.
The proof of S0pnq PÑ I is divided into two lemmas. Let
(5.19)
S1pnq “n´1{2
ÿ
0ămďapnq?n
Varωpη0pmqq
ˆP
´
Bσ2s ď q ´
m?
n
¯
P
´
Bσ2t ď r ´
m?
n
¯
.
Lemma 5.4. lim
nÑ8E|S0pnq ´ S1pnq| “ 0.
Proof. By the quenched central limit theorem for space-time RWRE [16], for each x P R
the limit
PωpXtnsu ď tnvsu` tx
?
nu q Ñ PpBσ2s ď xq
holds for P-a.e. ω. Since these are distribution functions (monotone and between 0 and 1)
with a continuous limit the convergence is uniform in x. Set
Dnpωq “ sup
x,yPR
∣
∣PωpXtnsu ď tnvsu` tx
?
nu qPωpXtntu ď tnvtu ` ty
?
nu q
´ PpBσ2s ď xqPpBσ2t ď yq
∣
∣
and then Dnpωq Ñ 0 P-a.s. By shift-invariance
E|S0pnq ´ S1pnq| ď n´1{2
ÿ
0ămďapnq?n
EVarTm,0ωpη0p0qq
ˆ
∣
∣
∣P Tm,0ωpXtnsu ď tnvsu` tq
?
nu´m qP Tm,0ωpXtntu ď tnvtu` tr
?
nu ´m q
´ P
´
Bσ2s ď q ´
m?
n
¯
P
´
Bσ2t ď r ´
m?
n
¯ ∣
∣
∣
ď n´1{2
ÿ
0ămďapnq?n
E
“
VarTm,0ωpη0p0qqDnpTm,0ωq
‰
ď 2apnqE“Varωpη0p0qqDnpωq‰.(5.20)
Moment assumption (1.20) and dominated convergence guarantee that
E
“
Varωpη0p0qqDnpωq
‰ ÝÑ 0.
Thus we can take
(5.21) apnq “
´
sup
k:kěn
E
“
Varωpη0p0qqDkpωq
‰ ¯´1{2
to have apnq Õ 8 while still line (5.20) vanishes as nÑ8. 
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The choice of apnq made above depends on s, t but that is not problematic since we have
only finitely many time points ti to handle.
Lemma 5.5. lim
nÑ8E|S1pnq ´ I| “ 0.
Proof. First we discard tails of the sum and integral. Given ε ą 0, we can choose a large
enough c ă 8 such that
S˚1 pnq “n´1{2
ÿ
0ămďc?n
Varωpη0pmqq
ˆP
´
Bσ2s ď q ´
m?
n
¯
P
´
Bσ2t ď r ´
m?
n
¯
satisfies E|S1pnq ´ S1˚ pnq| ď ε, and so that
I˚ “ σ20
ż c
0
PrBσ2s ď q ´ xsPrBσ2t ď r ´ xs dx
satisfies I ´ I˚ ď ε. Thus it suffices to prove S1˚ pnq Ñ I˚.
Next, since the Gaussian distribution functions are Lipschitz continuous,
S˚1 pnq ´ I˚ “ n´1{2
ÿ
0ămďc?n
“
Varωpη0pmqq ´ σ20
‰
ˆP
´
Bσ2s ď q ´
m?
n
¯
P
´
Bσ2t ď r ´
m?
n
¯
`Opn´1{2q.
Introduce an intermediate scale 1 ăă L ăă ?n and use again Lipschitz continuity of the
probabilities:
S˚1 pnq ´ I˚ “
L
n1{2
ÿ
0ďjď c
?
n
L
´1
ˆ
1
L
pj`1qLÿ
m“jL`1
Varωpη0pmqq ´ σ20
˙
ˆ
"
P
´
Bσ2s ď q ´
jL?
n
¯
P
´
Bσ2t ď r ´
jL?
n
¯
`O
´ L?
n
¯*
` Rn?
n
`Opn´1{2q.
The error term Rn consists of order L terms bounded by |Varωpη0pmqq ´ σ20| that appear
because the collection of summation intervals pjL, pj ` 1qLs may not exactly cover the
original summation interval 0 ă m ď c?n. It satisfies ERn ď CL. Finally, bounding the
probabilities crudely by 1 and by shift-invariance,
E|S˚1 pnq ´ I˚| ď CE
∣
∣
∣
∣
1
L
Lÿ
m“1
Varωpη0pmqq ´ σ20
∣
∣
∣
∣
`OpLn´1{2q.
This vanishes as we let first nÑ8 and then LÑ8 and apply the L1 ergodic theorem. 
Limit (5.18) has now been verified. All terms in (5.17) are treated the same way to show
that they converge, in L1pPq and therefore in P-probability, to the corresponding integrals
in (5.7)–(5.9). This verifies limit (5.11). Since both (5.11) and (5.12) have been checked,
the Gaussian limit in (5.10) has been proved, as explained in the paragraph following (5.12).
The proof of Proposition 5.1 and thereby also the proof of Theorem 1.4 are complete. 
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6. The quenched mean process
We now prove Theorems 1.6 and 1.7. We will use a simplified notation for the quenched
jump probabilities: ωx,n “ ωx,np1q and ω1x,n “ ωx,np0q “ 1 ´ ωx,np1q. Note that when the
steps are 0 and 1 we have v “ pp1q “ Eω0,0. Potential kernel a¯ can be easily computed
from equations (4.3) and seen to equal a¯pxq “ |x|
2vp1´vq . Recall that α “ Eω0,0ω10,0. Then
formula (4.4) gives
β “ α
vp1´ vq .
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Define
Hnpxq “ Eω
”ÿ
yą0
η0pyqÿ
j“1
1tXy,jn ď xu ´
ÿ
yď0
η0pyqÿ
j“1
1tXy,jn ą xu
ı
.
Then Ynpt, rq “ Htntuptnvtu ` tr
?
nuq. Compute
Hn`1pxq “ Eω
”ÿ
yą0
η0pyqÿ
j“1
1tXy,jn ď x´ 1u
ı
`Eω
”ÿ
yą0
η0pyqÿ
j“1
1tXy,jn “ xu
ı
ω1x,n
´
ÿ
yď0
η0pyqÿ
j“1
1tXy,jn ą xu
ı
´
ÿ
yď0
η0pyqÿ
j“1
1tXy,jn “ xu
ı
ωx,n.
Also,
ωx,nHnpx´ 1q ` ω1x,nHnpxq
“ Eω
”ÿ
yą0
η0pyqÿ
j“1
1tXy,jn ď x´ 1u
ı
ωx,n ´
ÿ
yď0
η0pyqÿ
j“1
1tXy,jn ą x´ 1u
ı
ωx,n
` Eω
”ÿ
yą0
η0pyqÿ
j“1
1tXy,jn ď xu
ı
ω1x,n ´
ÿ
yď0
η0pyqÿ
j“1
1tXy,jn ą xu
ı
ω1x,n.
Taking the difference of the two expressions one finds that
Hn`1pxq “ ωx,nHnpx´ 1q ` ω1x,nHnpxq.
In other words, H is the random average process introduced by Ferrari and Fontes [8]. The
initial conditions are given by
H0pxq “
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
0 if x “ 0,
xÿ
y“1
Eωη0pyq if x ą 0, and
0ÿ
y“x`1
Eωη0pyq if x ă 0.
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The claim now follows by applying [20, Thm. 4.1] and the characterization on page 13 of [20].
([20, Thm. 4.1] as reproduced from [2, Thm. 2.1] where the limiting stochastic heat equation
is slightly altered because the process studied was Htntuptnvtu ` tr
?
nuq ´H0ptr
?
nuq.) 
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Now, we have β “ α{pvp1 ´ vqq “ 4α. We will write pkx,y for the
k-step averaged transition. For t ě 0 define
Y ptq “
ÿ
xą0
η0pxqÿ
j“1
1tXx,jttu ď tvtu u ´
ÿ
xď0
η0pxqÿ
j“1
1tXx,jttu ą tvtu u.
By stationarity
EωYnpt, 0q ´ EωYnps, 0q “ EωY pntq ´ EωY pnsq
has the same distribution as the Eω-mean of
Y 1 “
ÿ
xą0
η0pxqÿ
j“1
1tXx,jtntu´tnsu ď tnvtu´ tnvsu u ´
ÿ
xď0
η0pxqÿ
j“1
1tXx,jtntu´tnsu ą tnvtu´ tnvsu u.
The difference |Y 1´ Y ptntu´ tnsuq| is bounded by the number of particles that are at time
tntu´tnsu between tnvtu´tnvsu and tptntu´ tnsuqvu. Since |tnvtu´tnvsu´tptntu ´ tnsuqvu| ď
2 we are talking about at most 5 sites and, consequently, Er|EωY 1 ´ EωY ptntu´ tnsuq|s ď
5Erf s “ 5. A similar reasoning gives a bound on Er|Y pntq ´ Y ptntuq|s and Er|Y pnsq ´
Y ptnsuq|s. Therefore,
lim
nÑ8
1?
n
Var
`
EωY ptntu ´ tnsuq˘ “ lim
nÑ8
1?
n
Var
`
EωYnpt, 0q ´ EωYnps, 0q
˘
“ lim
nÑ8
1?
n
”
Var
`
EωY ptntuq˘` Var`EωY ptnsuq˘ ´ 2Cov`EωYnps, 0q, EωYnpt, 0q˘ı.
Hence, it is enough to prove that
lim
nÑ8
1?
n
Var
`
EωY pnq˘ “ 1?
2π
`
1
4
α´1 ´ 1˘.
Since
EωY p2n` 1q ´ EωY p2nq “ ´fpTn,2nωqωn,2n
we see that it is enough to prove the above limit along the subsequence of even integers.
Let
hpωq “ fpT1,0ωqω11,0ω11,1 ´ fpωqω0,0ω1,1.
Then Ephq “ 0, Eph2q “ 1
8α
´ 1
2
(here we use Corollary 1.3 and p0 “ p1 “ 1{2), and
EωY p2n` 2q ´ EωY p2nq “ hpTn,2nωq.
Let c0 “ Varpfq “ β´1 ´ 1. To compute EhpωqhpTn,2nωq write
hpωq “ pfpT1,0ωq ´ 1qω11,0ω11,1 ´ pfpωq ´ 1qω0,0ω1,1 ` ω11,0ω11,1 ´ ω0,0ω1,1
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and
hpTn,2nωq “
ÿ
´n`1ďxďn`1
pfpTx,0ωq ´ 1qπ0,2npx, n` 1qω1n`1,2nω1n`1,2n`1
´
ÿ
´nďyďn
pfpTy,0ωq ´ 1qπ0,2npy, nqωn,2nωn`1,2n`1
`
ÿ
´n`1ďxďn`1
π0,2npx, n` 1qω1n`1,2nω1n`1,2n`1
´
ÿ
´nďyďn
π0,2npy, nqωn,2nωn`1,2n`1.
Due to S´8,´1-measurability the f -terms are independent of the ω’s. Also, distinct shifts
are uncorrelated by Corollary 1.3. Multiplying these terms together and separating the
expectations of the factors on levels 2n and 2n` 1 leads to
EhpωqhpTn,2nωq “ 14c0Eπ0,2np1, n ` 1qω11,0ω11,1(6.1)
´ 1
4
c0Eπ0,2np0, n ` 1qω0,0ω1,1(6.2)
´ 1
4
c0Eπ0,2np1, nqω11,0ω11,1(6.3)
` 1
4
c0Eπ0,2np0, nqω0,0ω1,1(6.4)
` 1
4
ÿ
´n`1ďxďn`1
Eπ0,2npx, n` 1q
`
ω11,0ω
1
1,1 ´ ω0,0ω1,1
˘
(6.5)
´ 1
4
ÿ
´nďyďn
Eπ0,2npy, nq
`
ω11,0ω
1
1,1 ´ ω0,0ω1,1
˘
.(6.6)
Thinking through the possible jumps shows that the terms in (6.5) and (6.6) survive only
for x, y P t0, 1u. And some of these terms can be combined with the ones above. This gives
EhpωqhpTn,2nωq “ 14pc0 ` 1qEπ0,2np1, n ` 1qω11,0ω11,1(6.7)
´ 1
4
pc0 ` 1qEπ0,2np0, n ` 1qω0,0ω1,1(6.8)
´ 1
4
pc0 ` 1qEπ0,2np1, nqω11,0ω11,1(6.9)
` 1
4
pc0 ` 1qEπ0,2np0, nqω0,0ω1,1(6.10)
` 1
4
E
“
π0,2np0, n ` 1qω11,0ω11,1 ´ π0,2np1, n ` 1qω0,0ω1,1
‰
(6.11)
´ 1
4
E
“
π0,2np0, nqω11,0ω11,1 ´ π0,2np1, nqω0,0ω1,1
‰
.(6.12)
Now transform each term. For example, term (6.7) becomes
(6.7)
“ 1
4
pc0 ` 1qE
”`
ω11,0ω
1
1,1p
2n´2
1,n`1 ` ω11,0ω1,1p2n´22,n`1 ` ω1,0ω12,1p2n´22,n`1 ` ω1,0ω1,1p2n´23,n`1
˘
ω11,0ω
1
1,1
ı
“ 1
4
pc0 ` 1q
!
p1
2
´ αq2p2n´21,n`1 ` p34α´ α2qp2n´22,n`1 ` 14αp2n´23,n`1
)
.
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After these steps we get
EhpωqhpTn,2nωq
“ 1
4
pc0 ` 1q
”
´1
4
αpp2n´20,n`1 ` p2n´20,n´3q
` p2α2 ´ 3
2
α` 1
4
qpp2n´20,n ` p2n´20,n´2q ` p´4α2 ` 72α´ 12 qp2n´20,n´1
ı
` 1
4
”
1
16
pp2n´20,n`1 ` p2n´20,n´3q ` p18 ´ 12αqpp2n´20,n ` p2n´20,n´2q ` pα´ 38qp2n´20,n´1
ı
.
LettingXk denote the (averaged) Markov chain with transition px,y, introduce Zk “ X2k´k
with transition r0,0 “ 1{2, r0,˘1 “ 1{4. For higher order transitions p2n´20,n`i “ rn´1i`1 . Replace
the p’s with r’s and combine them using symmetry: rn´12 “ rn´1´2 , etc. Then
EhpωqhpTn,2nωq “ 14 pc0 ` 1q
”
1
2
αprn´10 ´ rn´12 q ´ p4α2 ´ 3α` 12qprn´10 ´ rn´11 q
ı
` 1
4
”
´1
8
prn´10 ´ rn´12 q ` pα´ 14qprn´10 ´ rn´11 q
ı
“ 1
4
p1
2
´ 1
8
α´1qprn´10 ´ rn´11 q(6.13)
where in the last step we used c0 ` 1 “ p4αq´1.
Use the potential kernel aZ of the r-walk: the variance is 1{2 so aZpxq “ 2|x|. From [22]
and symmetry, aZpxq “ limmÑ8 aZmpxq with
aZmpxq “
mÿ
k“0
prk0,0 ´ rkx,0q “
mÿ
k“0
prk0 ´ rkxq.(6.14)
Then
Var
`
EωY p2nq˘ “ Var„ n´1ÿ
k“0
hpTk,2kωq

“ nEph2q ` 2
n´1ÿ
k“1
pn ´ kqEhpωqhpTk,2kωq
“ ` 1
16
α´1 ´ 1
4
˘„
2n ´
n´1ÿ
k“1
pn´ kqprk´10 ´ rk´11 q

“ ` 1
16
α´1 ´ 1
4
˘„
2n ´
n´1ÿ
j“1
jÿ
k“1
prk´10 ´ rk´11 q

“ ` 1
16
α´1 ´ 1
4
˘„
naZp1q ´
n´1ÿ
j“1
aZj´1p1q

“ ` 1
16
α´1 ´ 1
4
˘„
aZp1q `
n´1ÿ
j“1
paZp1q ´ aZj´1p1qq

.(6.15)
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Let us look at aZk pxq. The characteristic function is
ζpθq “
ÿ
x
rxe
ixθ “ 1
2
p1` cos θq.
By symmetry:
aZmpxq “
mÿ
k“0
prk0 ´ rkxq “
mÿ
k“0
1
2π
ż π
´π
`
ζkpθq ´ e´ixθζkpθq˘ dθ
“ 1
2π
ż π
´π
1´ cos xθ
1´ ζpθq
`
1´ ζm`1pθq˘ dθ
“ 2
2π
ż π
´π
1´ cos xθ
1´ cos θ
`
1´ ζm`1pθq˘ dθ
“ 2|x| ´ 1
π
ż π
´π
1´ cos xθ
1´ cos θ
ˆ
1` cos θ
2
˙m`1
dθ.
The value of the first integral above is on p. 61 in [22]. But actually we only need x “ 1:
aZmp1q “ aZp1q ´
1
π
ż π
´π
ˆ
1` cos θ
2
˙m`1
dθ “ aZp1q ´ 2
π
ż π{2
´π{2
cos2m`2 x dx
“ aZp1q ´ 2
m`1ź
ℓ“1
ˆ
1´ 1
2ℓ
˙
“ aZp1q ´ 2pm` 1q!
m`1ź
ℓ“1
pℓ´ 1
2
q.
Put this back into (6.15):
Var
`
EωY p2nq˘ “ ` 1
16
α´1 ´ 1
4
˘„
aZp1q `
n´1ÿ
j“1
2
j!
jź
ℓ“1
pℓ´ 1
2
q

“ `1
8
α´1 ´ 1
2
˘„
1`
n´1ÿ
j“1
j´1{2
Γjp´1{2q ¨ p´1{2q

.
Above we used the definition
Γmpxq “ m!m
x
xpx` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ px`mq .
According to p. 461 of [23], Γmpxq Ñ Γpxq for x R Z´. Plugging back into the above:
Var
`
EωY p2nq˘ “ `1
8
α´1 ´ 1
2
˘
4
?
n
„
1
4
?
n
` 1
2
?
n
n´1ÿ
j“1
j´1{2
´Γjp´1{2q

„
?
2n ¨
?
2
`
1
4
α´1 ´ 1˘ ¨ 1´Γp´1{2q
“
?
2n ¨
?
2
`
1
4
α´1 ´ 1˘ ¨ 1
2
?
π
.
The theorem is proved. 
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We close this section with a remark regarding the expected limit of the quenched mean
process in the stationary case.
In the setting of Theorem 1.7 the random average process H from the proof of Theorem
1.6 has the initial profile
H0pxq “
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
0 if x “ 0,
xÿ
y“1
fpTy,0ωq if x ą 0, and
0ÿ
y“x`1
EωfpTy,0ωq if x ă 0.
Thus, to extend the convergence result of Theorem 1.6 to include the stationary case we
need to prove a functional central limit theorem for the partial sums
řx
y“1 fpTy,0ωq.
Finally, note that if indeed the claim of Theorem 1.6 holds in the stationary setting of
Theorem 1.7, then we would have
σ20 “ Varpfq “
1
β
´ 1 “ 1
4α
´ 1 “ 1{4´ α
α
“ ρ
2
0σ
2
D
α
.
(Recall that we assumed the mean ρ0 “ 1 in Theorem 1.7.) Thus one would have
Erzps, 0qzpt, 0qs “ ρ
2
0σ
2
D
α
σ?
2π
p
?
t`?s´
a
|t´ s| q
“ 1
2
?
2π
`
1
4
α´1 ´ 1˘p?t`?s´a|t´ s| q,
as stated in Theorem 1.7.
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